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Abstract

The Probabilistic Risk Assessment Unit at EG&G Idaho has developed this handbook to provide
guidance to a facility' manager exploring the potential benefit to be gained by performance of a risk
asse_ment properly scoped to meet local needs. This document is ddsigned to help the manager
control the resources expended commensurate with the risks being managed and to assure that the
preducts can be used programmatically to suppc, rt future needs in order to derive maximum benefit
from the resources expended. We present a logical and functiorm.l mapping scheme between _veral
discrete phases of project definition to ensure tlmt a potential customer, working with an analyst, is
able to define the areas of interest and that appropriate methods are employed in the analysis. In
addition the handbook is wTitten to provide a high-level perspective for the analyst.

, Previously, the needed'information was either scattered or existed only in the minds of experienced
analysts. By compiling this information and exploring t'_e breadth of knowledge, which exists within
the members of the PRA Unit, the functional relationships between the customers' needs and the

, product have been established.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Safety in the operation of processes involving hazardous materials is a critical issue, lt is important
from the perspective of those people at risk of exposure to the products of unplanned or accidental
releases of radio-isotopes or other hazardous materials from a facility. It is also important from the
perspective of the manager or owner/operator of the facility who accepts the potential liabilities which
originate within the process. This latter perspective raises concern for the need not only to evaluate
risk from possible accidents but also to examine the issue of inadvertent chronic or acute exposures
of staff personnel to potentially damaging levels of hazardous materials during normal facility opera-
tion.

A facility manager must commit to: (1) knowing the risk of operating the facility, (2) managing the
risks, and (3) operating within some acceptable level of risks. A Probabilistic Risk A_._essment (PP,A)
can be useful to a manager in efforts to manage risk. While the use of PRAs has been particularly
prominent relative to nuclear facilities, the techniques which are u_d to a_sess the risk from each
hazard (not limited to radiation hazards) are similar over the complete range of concerns, and the risk
assessment process is generally applicable to any hazards _9.

This handbook pro_,,ides a facility manager the background information and guidance needed to
detetnnine what a PRA can and should do for him. PRAs can vary greatly in scope and required
resources, and thus should be defined properly in advance to meet the specific needs for the given
facility. PRAs can be used in a number of on-going management activities throughout the life of the
facility; they must be conducted with those objectives in mind up front, however, if the necessary detail
and format are to be available later to make those uses possible. With that need in mind, this
handbook provides a discussion of various uses of PP,As so that a manager can plan for a risk
assessment of optimal _ope. To ensure that the completed risk assessment will actually be capable

" of meeting the needs of an in-plaa_t decision maker, it is essential that the anticipated applica tions for
the risk assessment be clearly delineated at the time the analytical requirement specification and
methods selection t° are performed. In addition, the handbook is written to provide a high-level

• perspective for the analyst to ensure that ali available tools are considered for ea_ :h task and that the
best are selected to provide the most accurate, cost-effective analysis for the customer.

A probabilistic risk assessment can make a rational program of risk reduction feasible. A policy, that
ali identified risks must be eliminated, or reduced as far as possible, can only lead to excessive costs.
[If absolute safety is required, with no acceptance of risk, no operation is possible; ali activity involves
some risk.] Risk rnanagement __2 is the optimization of safety programs. It is best accomplished
through a formal systems approach to hazards identification, risk quantification, and resource
allocation/risk acceptance as opposed to case-by-case decisions.

A manager must face the risks of operating a fhcility directly. The historical defense of "Acts of God"
for low.probability/high-c_rmequence accidents ts becoming increasingly untenable in most industries
and activities. In addition, many significant or damaging events are seen, in retrospect, as having had
precu_r events or situations that, while not damaging in themselves, should have trigge.red a
recognition that a damaging event was likely. Acting upon precursor events requires both an
understanding of potential accident sequences (that have so far stopped short of' catastrophic
consequences'_ and the presence of a management climate in which abnormal events are recogn_ized
and studied rather than missed or "swept under the rug". This handbook, then, is viewed as an _._id

" in identifying the proper role of PRAs in an overall program of' risk management.



1.1 The Relationships Between Risk and Safety

Risk is defined here as a quantified estimate of the expected damages or consequences which
a specific subject (people, property or the environment) will incur from a failure to contain a
particular hazard. For ali industrial facilities, this risk will involve the potential for economic
cost either from loss of the productive capability of the facility or from liabilities incurred.
These liabilities arise when failure to completely contain a process hazard results in injuries
to people or damage to property either within or beyond the facility boundary.

The risk associated with operation of a complex facility arises from numerous sources. An
accident scenario detain a sequence of events from accident initiation, its propagation to an
identified damage, state, and the resultant effects on the subjects exposed. The risk arising
from a single scenario by which there may be a failure to completely contain a process hazard
is given as the product of the probability of the scenario times the consequence of the scenario.

Risk = Probability x Consequence

The total facility risk is then the summation of the risks ass_iated with all of the many
.contributing scenarios.

While risk is a measure of the expected damage that will be inolrl_l over some period of time
(years, minion, etc.), safety is an expression of the acceptability of risk. When the level of risk
is acceptable, one feels and defines oneself to be "safe".

The following example _atypifies the subjectivity of thresholds for safety. An attempt to locate
a nuclear power plant in a particular community tends to elicit a strong "instinctive" negative
response from the general populace. However, evidence shows those persons residing near
existing nuclear facilities accept the production of electricity from nuclear power more readily
than the general public. The primary reasons for this response are hypothesized to result from
individual and group experiential feedback which leads to a perception that:

a) Accidentsreallyareveryunlikely;

b) Operationofthefacilitydoesnothavea majornegativeimpacton thecommunity,a
situationcommonly reinforcedby theutilitythroughtheirattemptsto educatethe
public,and;

c) Local communities rely heavily on the utility and its facility for economic support.

There is also some evidence to indicate that the local populace may have au altruistic view of
their living near the nuclear plant, based upon their conviction that the plant is beneficial to
the general public. Within this example we see several possible influences which ultimately
have an effect on the level of safety perceived as acceptable by differing segments of the
general population, although the direct economic benefit is most likely the driving factor. The
other factors tend more toward the role of justification for acceptance.

Since levels of acceptable risk are not absolute, and frequently are related to the perceived
benefit from the activity, before a particular activity can be d_med safe, or the safety
assessment judged "acceptable ", the threshold of acceptability for risks must be defined.

2



Following this definition, the risk assessment will either demonstrate that the activity meets
the established safety criteria or provide the necessary insight and guidance for a designer,
manufacturer or program manager to institute hardware and/or administrative changes which
reduce the risk to an acceptable level.

1.2 Integrated Safety ,_Assessments 14

Safety is not absolute, but is represented by a level of risk deemed acceptable. A safety
assessment must provide assurance to the public and the facility staff that ali the proce_es
involving the manufacture or manipulation of hazardous materials are "adequately safe".

The proce_ described here as an Integrated Safety Assessment (ISA) is presented in Figure
1. It can be seen thai', the ISA involves the integration of a stmldard Safety Analysis and a
Probabilistic Risk Assessment. It is our objective here to examine the context in which the
PRA contributes to the Integrated Safety Assessment. The ISA process can be viewed as
composed of four major elements. They are:

a) Assurance that the equipment and procedures in the facility is ca_l._e of performing
their assigned mission, i.e., preventing the release of hazardous materials in the
presence of ali credible threats to the boundaries which contain or confine them.

b) Assurance that the same equipment has a high likelihood of being available at the
time of the threat and that the probabilitz of a resulting failure of confinement or
containment is acceptably low.

c) Consideration of all possible sequences of events and assurance that barriers are
- maintained or set in piace to ensure the mitigation or prevention of com_equences for

ali important accident scenarios.

• d) Initiation of a process to maintain the validity of all assumptions made during the
capability and risk or reliability assessments, for ali phases of facility operation.

The dependency of asseusments of "adequate safety" upon quantitative measures implies the
need for both probabilistic and deterministic measures of facility performance. This section
describes how one can use a combination of capability assessment and risk asse_nmnt to pro-
vide this requisite information. The next subsections define the terms Capability ,Assessment
and Performance Assessment to bring clarity to di_ussions of the process of Inte_n'ated Safety
Assessment; these, terms may have different connotations than those commonly associated with
them.



I +oss,_I I+._cE_sI
I T_".EATSI I HAZAF_Ds
I (I_NrrI-ATORS_IL .... •

Figul'e, 1 Inte+g_._ted Safety Assessment
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1.2.1 Safety Analyses

A Safety Analysis for a facility is commonly described as a deterministic evaluation oi' the
ability of the facility to respond appropriately to a set of design basis accidents. For clarity,
we will use the term Capability Assessment.

Capability Assessment, within the context of this document, represents the process used to
verify that the facility is capable of responding to all identified credible or important threats
(initiating events) without resulting in a loss of hazard confinement. In other words,
Capability Assessment is verification that the design of the facility is capable of preventing
or mitigating the source term release for ali expected or important accident conditions and
scenarios. This verification will often use thermal-hydraulic analyses and simulations,
functional testing of hardware, personnel certification, walkthroughs and/or simulations to
ensure that the capability exists under the expected conditions.

For example, verification that a pump produces sufficient head and capacity to keep a reactor
flooded under accident conditions will be made with design reviews, thermal-hydraulic
simulations and functional performance tests. 'I_e entire beunding scenario in which the
hardware is called upon to perform becomes one of the design basis accidents for the design
envelope, and analytical verification of the capability of all elements called upon to respond
in the scenario is performed.

1.2.2 Probabilistic Risk "Assessments 15"_7

A Risk Assessment, in contrast to a Safety Analysis, is predominantly a Performance
Assessment.

Q

Performance Assessment, within the context of this document, presumes capability and seeks
to answer the question, "What is the probability that hardware will achieve requisite levels
of capability when needed?" In other words, how likely is it that the facility hardware andw

staff will perform their intended functions to prevent or mitigate a release of the hazard when
called upon.

For example, a Performance Assessment could involve the estimation of the likelihood that a
pump will start and provide sufficient head and capacity to keep a reactor flooded under
accident conditions.

The Risk Assessment combines hazards analysis, initiating event identification and hardware
failure information to produce logical descriptions of the possible accident scenarios and their
individual frequencies. From this process emerges the risk profile for the facility. This risk
profile can be used to ensure that the design ha.sis includes ali scenarios which are either
expected during operation or are important to risk.

1.2.3 Reliability . Assessments

Reliability is defiued as the probability that an item will perform as required without failure
for a selected period of time (the mission time).

Reliability Assessments of specific systems are require_i as a part of the overall Risk
Assessment of a facility. Reliability Assessments of certain systems may be sufficient for _me

5



limited applications. The reliability analysis of selected systems may be part of an availability
improvement program or may be needed to support a parts sparing program.

1.2.4 Achieving and Maintaining Validity of the Analysis

A Performance -Assessment and a Capability Aa._essment are inevitably interdependent since
the success criteria (used in the PRA) are established from the hardware capability tests and
analyses, and scenarios defining the design basis envelope, either originate within, or are
confirmed by, the risk/reliability assessment. An Integrated Safety Assessment reflects the
combination (or integration) of these two analy_es and coordinates the iteration and data
transfer between them. Only by integrating probabilistic and deterministic analyses can the
risk status of the facility be defined and compared to established limits.

During the performance of these analyses and assessments, the boundary conditions reflect
a set of assumptions. To ensure the validity of these assumptions during the operation of the
facility, steps must be taken to administratively control them. The estimation of failure rates
for the hardware are made under the assumption of a maintenance program that keeps the
equipment in good operating condition. Controls which ensure that the plant or facility never
moves outside the assumed operating envelope comprise the basis for Technical Specifications,
Operating Procedures, and the Training Program.
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2 RISK-BASED M&NAGEMENT PROGI:LkMS

In the management of any facility, we can always e_,_kwhether or not the performance of the facility
is optimal. If it is not, it i.s important 'to know whether implementation of various enhancements
propo.:_xi to hnpro_e its t:mrformance will rP_'ult in a net benefit to the owner/o_'ye,rator. Answers to
such questions are based on:

a) the cost.s of implementation of the enhancements, and

b) the quantified estimates of the expe_ed benefits resulting from the enhancements.

One goal of a facili_ risk management program is the implementation of all plant enhancements
shown to t_ cost: effective. These. enhance, ments may involve modifications of hardware and/or changes
ofproced

Measuresof/b.cilityperformanceare usuallyhnked,in some way to economics.Typicallylin all
facilitiestherearetwo differentkiT_,laoffacto_which influenceitseconomicperformance:

a) productioncoststhatcan bereduced,by increasingeq,,ivalentavailability,ofthefacilityorby
increasing productivity, and

b) liabilities arising from thi,rd party damages which originate with either operation of the facility
or the product itself.

When these two types of costs are riot optimally minimized, the departure from the optimom
represents an t'_zonomic loss.

,,._ •

2,1 Ri.s

A manager who wishes to manage the economic risk for any particular facility must first have
an understanding of th,e memaing of risk, and then be cognizant of the importance of potential
individual contributors to that risk for his. particular facility.

Risk can be vie.wc_ as "t,he average e_--ted loss rate during some defined period of time"..
For ali indtmtrial facilities, this risk originates with either the potential for economic loss from
degraded or total failure, of the productive capability of the facility, or from liabilities incurred
when injury to people or damage to property beyond the facility bounda_3, results from failure
to c_mpleteiy contain a p_ l'_a.zaxd.

The following provides a list of potential sources of risk to which a facility manager/owner is
exposed during the operation ofhL,_ facility. The first question to be answered within the risk
management framework is, 'which of these c_ntributors are most important, and which should
be ofseconda,ryconcern.

"PrGx,tuctivity ri,sk" {typically using eoonomics as the metri¢._ Esthe expected loss in productive
capability of a facility over some period of time. This loss can result from'



• temporary, deg_aded performance because, of failure of repairable hardwar_,/human
processcomponents,

• permanent degraded performance resulting from either failure of non-repairable
human/halxtware performance or the imposition of administrative (regulatoD,!
constraints on the process,

• total, and permanent, loss of the fhcility a_s a resu[_ of a major industrial accident
whose economic impact (repair costs) makes abandonment prudent, and

• total, long term, 1o_ of productive capability of the facility as a result of regulatory
action.

2.1.2 Risk From Liabilities

"Liability risk" (typically using expected health effects or economi_ as the metric) is the
expected economic loss which will be incurred by a facility owner in making whole any third
parties who are damaged by the industrial process. These liabilities can result from:

• chronic damage to on-site personnel e_.,_a result of exposure ,to common industrial
hazardssuch as:

- falls,bumps, burns
. low levelsoftoxic,carcinogenicor mutagenicmaterials
- low levelradiation,

• acute damage to on-site personnel as a result of exposure to uncommon industrial
hazards such as:

- explosions
- exposure to concentrated or lethal levels of toxic or carcinogenic materials
- exposure to high levels of radiation or radioactive materials,

. • chronic epidemiological damage to off-site personnel as a result of long term exposure
to low levels of chemical or radiological materials released to the environment,

• acutephysical or psychological damage to off-site personnel as a result of relatively
. short term exposure to:

- hazardous materials (radiological, emitted from the facility)
. blast or thermal energy
. events which ame perceived to be life-threatening,

• temporary or permanent loss of the use of land and property outside the facility which
leads to:

- clean.up and waste processing costs
- reimbursement for loss of income to the property holders.

2.2 Risk-Based Management Pm_ram_

Establishment of an effective risk-based management system for a facility requires that the
owner/operator i,mtitute the following elements of the program.

a) Develop, or obtain acce_'_ to, the capability to define the facility "risk profile" _hich
will:

• identify all discrete _urces of risk _iated with the operation of the facility,
.. and

• provide an _assessment of both the absolute and relati,_ magnitudes of each
individual risk contributor in the facility.



b) The facility manager should have access to an on.site capability which can quickly .
estimate the effects of all changes to the facility. This is required so that decisions to
institute per manent change at the facility are always made following an a_sessment
of its impact on risk. These facility change consideratiorts should include:
• facility design,
• operation or operating configuration, and
• institutional programs or organizational characteristics.
Evaluations of the above should be done "a priori" to ensure that any proposed changes
to the facility:

, • arenot implemented unless a favorable risk/cost ratio is confirmed,
• do not lead to an unanticipated net increase in facility risk, as a result of a

failure to adequately consider competing goals or objectives,
or, if net facility risk does increase,
• the increase in risk is accepted openly and in cor_text.

c) To manage risk during routine facility operation, the facility manager should establish
a process for quickly assessing the change in risk which results from:
• temporaryplant,-onfigurationalchangesrequiredforimprovedoperability,or

toallowtheperfbrmanceofmaintenanceortestingactivities,aral
• transient effects or operational events incurred or seen during facility

operation.
Having the above intbrmation allows the facility opera_.ions manager to establish
effective measures and apply resources to:
• prevent the plant from being placed in a high risk configuration, and
• prevent the recurrence of risk significant failures or events.

2.3 Risk-Based Performance Indicators

o

One of the prime goals in an effective risk-based management program is to provide the
facility manager or oversight organization with a tool that can be used routinely to provide
insights into the current facility risk profile, and to identify any trends which are likely to be
indicators of degraded "safety" or increased risk. Ideally a "living" facility risk assessment
would be.useful in providing guidance in how to estimate or monitor the trend in facility risk.
The question to be. answered is one of how this can be achieved.

A limited set of functional variables exists which relates directly to the risk which a facility
presents to its workers, the general public and the environment. If each one can be identified,
and the relationship determined between these variables and routine plant information, t:hen
the foundation for a risk.based performance indicator program can be established.

In the assessment of facility risk, there are several discrete functional contributors which play
a role:

• Frequency of events which can initiate an accident :-.m_uence
• ,Reliability of barriers which are used in the confinement/containment of the hazard
,, Expected corsc_quences from a failure to confine the hazard. This latter c_)ntribution

is a function of:

- the damage state for the facility following a barrier failure which may affect,
- the magnitude or concentration of the released hazard
- the duration of the hazard release

a
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., the likelihood that potential targets can be protected following a failure to
confin_ or contain the hazard.

The goal for a risk b'"ased performance indicator program is to identify the set oi' available
operating facilzty information provides inference of undesirable trends in each of the above
functional areas, and utilize the existing risk a,_sment to either:

, determine, "a priori" the points at which action must be taken to correct undesirable
trends, or,

° estimate the signific_,nce of identified trends to determine the need for remedial
actions.

The potential information which can be used ir_each area will be d_cribed, and from that an
attempt will be made to identify specific "pertbrmance indicators."

2.3.1 Initiating Event Frequency

Initiating events have a single common characteristic that may represent a de facto definition,
namely, that the event leads to a loss of one or more functions which must be maintained ,_.o
keep the facility in its normal operating mode or state.

The loss of a normal function results from one or both of the following:

• Loss of capability of a success path which is maintaining the required function,
resulting in a transition to a new facility ope.rating state. Such a l_ normally results
from a functional failure of one or more of the process functional elements;

• Ltx_ of integrity of the process system boundaries, which leads either to a loss of
success path function or to an immmediate loss of confinement of the process hazard.

Any facility event or changing condition which affects the frequency of occurrence for either
• of the above must become an immediate candidate for surveillar, ce as a Risk-Based

Performance. Indicator (RBPI).

"Before this information can be used in an RBPI program, relevant and appropriate plant
informational parameters must be identified. The following preliminary list is an attempt to
provide this identification for each class of initiating events.

a) Proct._s transients

1. In-process transients, or upset conditions which result fl'om the loss of
functional capability of a process element and necessitate a change in the
facility operating state, are typified by step chang_ in proc_s throughput,
including shutdown which are required to mitigate the effects of functional
failure of the normal process.

In a reactor, these conditions are represented by SCRAMs or sharp reductions
in power, which follow the failure of some part of the normal heat generation
or heat rejection hardware.

Note: The cause is not important, and _an result from hardware or human
induced failures.

11



'2. Events which are external to the proce_, but which letld Io au in-process
tral_ient condition, t.ypified by lo_s of a vital support system, such _ts a failure
to supply external power, cooling or process feedstock.

3. Failures which lead to loss of available support systems which in¢-re_e the
probability of occurrence of either 1 or 2, above.

4. Component functional failure resulting from the inadvertant or improper
actuation of protective equipment (individual hardware protective trips).

The performance measure which is appropriate for each of the above can be represented by the
RELIABILITY of each of the required NORMAL OPERATING functional elements,

The in__d,icato._._.2rfor the reliability is the number of failures which are experienced per unit time
for ali normally operating process systems which cause or threaten a lo_s of a critical process
function, i,e., those parts of the system, which if they fail, cause failure of the proce_.s. Failure
represents the point at which functional capability is reduced to the point that the proce.._
fails, and is not nc_ssarily "totally" failed.

b) System or process integrity

Boundary components (pipes, ducts, conveyors, conductors) are required to be
functional because they provide the transport function within the process. These
components are typically "p_msive"in nature and failure usually results from a loss of
integrity.

Any information which indicates a reduction in the reliability of the components is a
candidate for an RBPI.

i.

In summary, potential RBPI's for initiating events are:

. reliability data (number of failures per period, or time between failures) for critical •
operating components or process elements (a human performing operations within the
nornm,l proc_s may become a functional element)

" failure history from maintenance records
. reports of human failures (errors)

• evidence for the functional capability of critical operational elements
. surveillance test data

. operational parameter trending

• data providing the rate of occurrence for failures which result, in spurious actuation
of protective systems

• reliability data for passive components (_.g. number of failures of the process
boundary), or the collection of data from which a prediction in failure probability can
be made.

In each of the cases above, SCRAM or process shutdown data raay provide most of the needs,
although the goal is to be able to infer the rate of occurrence for initiators. Many events which
only increase the potential for a process failure may have an effect on the future likelihood of

12
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process i'ailun__, and as a result,, infornmtion on fililures wtLich threaten proces_'s failure shouM
be collected.

2.3.2 Barrier Reliability

Barrier reliability depends upon:

• the probability that barrier is in piace and available at the time of initiation of the
threat

Note: This barrier may be physical, it may be protected by the functionality of other support
hardware (energy removal systems, for example) or may represent a distance which
is maintained between the hazard and the target. In this latter ca._, human activities;
and _iated administrative controls can also be considered part of the barrier and
must be addressed in terms of their reliability.

• the probability that the barrier will fail at the time of the challenge
• the probability that the barrier will survive the initial challenge but fail before the

threat pa_,_es

In each case, the systems involved are "safety" systems, and the measures which can be
'Adentified which directly affect barrier reliability are:

a) availability of safety systems, and;

b) reliability of safety systems (demand and operating).

" Specific Information which provides inference of the actual reliability experienced in an
operating facility are:

" • test unavailability (hours disabled for test per period)
• maintenance, unavailability (hours disabled for maintenance per period)
• contributions to unavailability which result from restoration errors following test or

maintenance activities (unavailable hours per period}
• surveillance test failure data (failures per demand)
• operating reliability (failures per period when in an opera_ing state)
• capability verification (operating surveillance test program)
• changes in system configuration represented by a newly dL_overed dependencies or

changing requirements which affect system success criteria.

These thctors can be condensed into four contin'uous inputs for PRA evaluation:

• safety system unavailability;
• safety system capability;
, safety system reliability, and;
• ._-----afetysystem architecture or system logic changes.

For effective monitoring and evaluation, these data should be rolled up to the system segnnent
" or sub-wstem level in the PR& and their importance verified with some form of consistent

calculation fl'om the PRA.
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There are other le_s direct me_.sures which may affect the reliability of,_fety systems, typified
by the following:

• outstanding maintenance requests (backlog) Ibr safety systems;
• outstanding modification packages awaiting installation;
0' the average time taken to resolve and implement corrective actions which affect safety

system availablity, reliability or capability;
• failures in the review and approval process for facility modifications, and;
• failures in human performance or administrative controls which result in hunmn

contributions to safety system unreliability.

The difficulty in using these types of indicators (there may be others not listed) is that their
importance can only be asse_'ssed when they are related in terms of one of the broad indicating
variables listed above, and used with the PRA. This may not be possible for ali but a fbw
important issues which can __ evaluated on an "ad hoc" basis.

Note: the above discussion of barriers includes ali of the barriers which play a role in the
containment or confine ment of the hazard and reflee,t the seri_ of barriers which are

typically enco_.lntered when defense in depth becomes the design philosophy, i'_""

_\ This means that ventilation and filtering system performance are included in the above.

2.3.3 _ted Con__

The expected consequences from an accident are affected by the release magnitude and
duration, meteorology, population density and mobility of the material released. Factors which
may be indicative of changing risk levels, and candidates for monitoring are:

• degraded conditions in the confinement scrubbing or filtering systems which may not
affect the probability of relem_, but will affect its concentration, and

• results from any facility drills or emergency exercises which indicate changes in ,p

facility response, capability.

There are several typical, measurable occurrences which may be indicative of performance in
this area, namely:

• time taken for fire brigade or other emergency response activities, including evacuation
drills;

• results from site emergency communications drills and communication system
unavailability;

• bacldog of unimplemented changes to the emergency _ plan;
, time for resolution of emergency response issues;
• filter testing results (may also fall under the barrier re_ty section), and;
• local population changes.

The difficulty in the direct u_ of the above is that the importance of individual trends may
be difficult to ascertain. A detected trend without an attendan| meu_re of importance can
lead to misalloc,-ation of available resources (the squeaky wheel _ the grease).

14
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2..t Relating a PICAto Risk-Based Mana_,_ment

The generic requirements for the risk-based management program outlined above can be
a_tisfi_-_l by a program in which a probabilistic risk m_z,essment is one element. The
requ irements are:

a) The facility management must have acce_ to risk assessment models which provide
a complete description of the plant risk profile..

b) The risk madels must be. capable of modification to reflect both proposed and actual
changes to:
• plant state or operating configuration,
• the performance levels or capabilities of individual systems and components,

a_d
• human interfaces.

c) The modified models must be capable of re-mlution to find the new plant risk profile,
and that the timeliness of the re-solution is col_istent with the needs of the decision
making process.

d) Any institutional effects which manifest themselves as increased/decreased effective-
ness of the human as he interacts, with the hardware can be quantitatively assessed
and incorporated into the risk models. These effects are typically measured as:

• change in the error likelihood for humans acting in the role of configuration
or systems operations managem, and

° change in the availability/reliability/maintainability of individual components,
. sub-systems or systems which results from maintainer/maintenance actions.

e) The effects of the calculated or assessed changes in plant risk can be ascribed
. performance measures or metrics which are consistent with operating/management

personnel experience.

The risk assessment models mentioned above are sufficient for facility management to use to
establish "the worth of a change" and make technically justified de_isions as to the disposition
of proposed or needed changes. However, the PRA does not intimate how the change is
to be effected.

As an example, the PRA may show that if the unavailability of a specific component is reduced
by 10%, facility risk will be reduced by a significant amount. The PRA tells management the
worth of a 10% change in component unavailability, but does not say how or whether it can
be achieved. Achieving a 10% reduction in component unavailability only results when facility
staff examine the discrete sources and contributors to component unavailability and institute
corrective measures to reduce their effect.

This means that for comprehensive risk-based management, there are always two parts to the
program.

• a) Identification of areas in which change, is needed, and quantitative a.._sessment of the
• individual worths of ali proposed changes.
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b} Identification of ways in which the needc_ change, can physically be achieved.

Conventional PtL_ksachieve only the former, and do so only on the basis of tile assumptions
made during the analysis regarding:

• component unavailabilities (data and its proce_ing),
• component/system functional requirements and capabilities (event sequences and

success criteria), and
• points and degree of human interactions (human reliability assessment and plant

behavior).

2.4.1 Limitations of BL_eline Risk A_essments

While risk assu_sment models can be extremely valuable within a risk-based management
program, the models normally generated for a baseline risk assessment have some shortmm-
ings. The following discussion is presented to highlight some of those limitations and indicate
how they can be avoided.

• A conventional PRA f_ cusses only on the health and property damage risk% and does
not look at the probabilities that the process will fail and that the productivity of the
facility will be reduced. This means that changes to the plant which are intended
solely to improve productivity cannot be evaluat;ed with conventional risk models. If
this is an objective, then models should be constructed with the objective in mind.

• During the performance of a conventional PRA, decisions are made to deliberately omit
certain plant components, or during the solution of the models certain components are
truncated from the analysis on the basis of their negligible likelihood. This explicit or
implicit elimination from the models is justified on the basis of assumptions made
during the analysis. If these assumptions are erroneous, or a d_ire arises to change
the assumptions, re.solution of the models is frequently necessary.

Problems can arise when the user of the PRA wishes to modify the results of the PRA
to judge the importance of a change in the availability of a particular component (if
that component has been truncated from the analysis). Since the component does not
appear in any of the results, when an attempt is made to see if an increase in its
failure probability is important, the total value of the cut-set probabilities will not
change, and the user may erroneously conclude that the resulting risk increase is zero.

Such problems arise because a typical baseline risk _ent has a level of detail
which results in the n_-_:l for manipulation of literally billionLsof individual component-
failure / failure-mode combinations (cut sets). The need for such extreme levels of

detail is perceived to be necessary so that _,he risk importance of ali individual risk
contributors can be identified. The methods employed in both the large-event-
tree/small.fault-tree and the small-event-tree/large-fault-tree approaches reach such
levels of complexity that the anal__st must re_r_ainframe codes for solution of the

bra lc, _,._ ¢ ,_nt model. The _lution involves the generation of huge numbers of individual fault
"_Y"_ se_._ which are then winnowed down to a managable group which can be ranked on

the basis of their expected frequency of occurrence.

In summary, the conventional baseline risk a._sessment results for a facility are
_nerated to provide the dominant risk contributors under a particular set of
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assumptions. A study of the risk exposure associated with removing a given system
from service using the above cut sets may give erroneous results because the question
violates the assumptions made in carrying out the previously mentioned truncation
process. Therelbre, such evaluations of risk exposure must be established as an
objective before the PRA is done if valid results are to be obtained.

2.5 Discussion of PEA Applications

The performance of a Probabilistic Risk Assessment involves the development of models of the
facility systems, data b_ases giving component failure rates, and a base-line of dominan*, risk
sequences. These elements can be applied to many other uses. These uses tend to fall into
three distinct categories. The first contains those cases where consideration is being given to
chazlges in hardware to improve safety, availability, or proc_s quality. '['he second includes
those cases where consideration is given to changes in normal operations. The third grouping
involves those considerations related to off-normal operations. The following _ctions contain
lists which compile a number of Applications which can utilize the results of a Probabilistic
Risk Assessment. Although a very limited description is given for the potential applications,
references are provided to articles which will give greater detail about the application.

2.5. I Discussion of Example Applications

"Living PEA Plant Model" Use

A completed PRA is a "snapshot" in time of a plant's characteristics. Maintaining a living PEA
requires that ali changes be evaluated and, when applicable, incorporated into the PRA, since
any change in the plant procedures and/or hardware has the potential to change the plant's

. characteristics and the PRA results. The living PRA provides a current model which can be
used to quickly evaluate the merit of .potential changes or alternative operational strategies.

In addition, decisions on scheduling equipment outages can benefit from an examination of the
related risk exposure. For example, if Auxiliary. Feedwater Pump A is currently "out of
service" for repair, the incremental risk associated with taking DC Bus B down for a particular
maintenance activity may be unacceptably large and the maintenance consequently should be
delayed. In another case of equipment being out of service, it may be valuable to alert the
operators to the "dominant risk sequences" associated with the particular outage; their
preparation and "alert status" may reduce the assCmiated risk exposure.

A "Risk-Based Inspection and Testing" P_

Inspection and test programs are designed to examine passive components for any signs of
deterioration of their capability and to test standby components to ensure their operabil(ty.
Optimum scheduling of inspection and test intervals should be based upon the risk significance
of potential failures of the components and upon the expected time interval between the
appearance of early failure symptoms and the time at which the component will fail. Since
passive components (such as a specific section of pipe) are often not included explicitly in a
PRA, knowledge of this planned activity can result in the appropriate detail being built into

. the plant model.

a
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2.5.2 A.p_.t_licationsInvolving Hardware Chanh,e Consideration

The availability of models of the plant systems and their relationships to system availability,
plant availability, as well as to public health and safety makes it easy and economical to do
thorough studies of the implications of any proposed changes to the hardware. Cost/benefit
studies can be readily done and decisions based upon rational considerations. ,,ks more plant-
specific failure-rate data become available, the data base for the plant model can be updated.

Baseline Risk Profile and Vulnerability Assessment_3:
The baseline assessment identifies the "as designed" or "as built" risk levels and
provides a ranked list of the individual contributors. This ranked list of contributors
becomes the starting point for a comprehensive risk reduction program whether in the
design stage or post-construction.

Condition Monitoring Analysis46:
The process of gathering information "on-line" for operating or standby hardware to
provide an inference of internal condition or proper alignment can lead to real time
assessments of failure propensities. The net benefit of these systems can be assessed
with a risk model so that an estimate of their effectiveness can be established and the

decision to install them made on a cost-justified basis.

Integrated Living Schedule (Iii) or Integrated Management System (IMS)V:
ILS/IMS is a process by which the implementation schedule for proposed facility
changes is optimized on the basis of risk, within the normally present schedule and
budgetary constraints.

Life Cycle CostingS:
The process of allocating resources for facility improvements on the basis of their
impact on lifetime facility costs. The plant models provide a mechanism for simulating
the worth of the changes during the expected plant lifetime so that their integrated
benefits can be estimated, and compared with the costs of their implementation. For
example, the costing of various alternative process temperature control devices should
include the liability risks that are associated with potential thermal runaway
accidents.

Living PRA Plant Model 9|2
A completed PRA is a "snapshot" in time of a plant's characteristics. Maintaining a
living PRA requires that ali changes be evabmted and, when applicable, be incorporat-
ed into the PRA, since any change in the plant procedures and/or hardware has the
potential to change the plant's characteristics and the PRA results. The living PRA
provides a current model which can be used to quickly evaluate the merit of changes
or alternative operational strategies.

\

Man-Machine Interface_-__4:

The role of the human is critical in the operation of ali industrial facilities. A risk
model can provide the neces,_ary infornmtion on the "worth" ofchanges to this interface
to ensure that resources expended to improve them are optimally expended.

On-line Process Disturbance Analysis and Intelligent Monitoring and Alarmingth_:
Monitoring system parameters omline may identify changes which are precursors to
more sig'nificant events. A fault is diagnosed and provides forewarning to the operator

n
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so that preveative measures can be taken in time to mitigate an event which may
become an "initiator". This type of system can also be used to diagnose system state
during an upset _ that direct event-specific recovery actions can be implemented by
the operating staff, and limit thc severity of the event. The cost efl'ectiveness of the
system can be established with the risk models.

System Interactions t__9'
The safety characteristi_ of a facility are often dominated by interactious between two
or more seemingly independent systems. A risk assessment can identify" coupling
mechanisms and can provide a quantitative assessment of their importance. The
assessment can then be used to evaluate the various proposed countermeasures and
allow the identification of the most appropriate ree_e.

2.5.3 Applications Involving Normal Operations

The availability of models of the plant systems and knowledge of how operational procedures
and maintenance policies affect system availability, plant availability, and public health and
safety makes it easy and economical to do thorough studies of the irr.plicatiomq of any proposed
changes tu the procedures and policies.

Administrative Policies/Practices Evaluation2°:

Administrative Policies/Practices Evaluation is a process 'by which the effects of
proposed changes to the management and operation of a facility can be measured in
terms of their impact on har_,ware and human performance, and their "worth"
established a priori with a risk model.

o

Availability Improvement Program2X'_:
An Availability Improvement Program is a structured examination of the productivity

. characteristics of a facility, in which a ranked list of contributors to unavailability is
identified. This list becomes the starting point for an availability improvement process
in much the same way as the facility baseline risk profile became the starting point
for a risk reduction process.

Performance AnalysisZ":
Performance Analysis is the process by which the individual events which occur in the
operation of a facility can be simulated in the risk models to provide a high-level
indication of facility performance. Performance indicators can be identified as
surrogates for these detailed assessments.

0 Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)'Z4"_:
RCM is a structured approach which identifies the impo,rtant functional failure modes
for plmlt hardware and the specific maintenance activities which can be implemented
to prevent their unexpected occurrence. Risk models can provide both the prioritiza-
tion for the examination of the individual hardware elements and the cost justification
for any needed capital or operating expenses which result from the RCM analysis.

- Risk-Based Inspection and Testing ProgramQ s'3°
A probabilistic risk assessment of a plant provides a basis for the prioritization of
systems and components in terms of their risk importance. This can provide a rational

• basis for the scheduling of inspection and testing of those components and systems.
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Risk Importance of Operating Events :''_:_"
To ensure that requisite resources are applied in the prevention of events which have
risk significance, a risk assessment can provide direct estimates of the actual risk
exposure from an experienced event. The magnitude of risk exposu re for experienced
events can then be used to prioritize the allocation of resources for a Corrective Actions
program.

Technical Specification Conformance and Optimization34:'8:
The technical specifications are designed to maintain the validity of the assumptions
made in the facility safety analysis. It is economically important that they be no more
restrictive than necessary, so risk assessments can be used to relax the requirements
where appropriate. The duration of al! _wed safety equipment outage times and the
frequency of required testings are defined by the technical specifications. These can
be optimized with a risk assessment by ensuring that the requirements are modified
to maximize the availability of individual hardware systems while maintaining an
acceptably low level of risk.

2.5.4 Aiplications Involving Off-Normal Operations

A facility risk assessment provides a valuable resource -- the list of dominant risk
contributors. This list of those scenarios or event sequences which contribute most of the
facility risk allows one to carry out accident planning in an effective mann_,r so as to ensure
that personnel are prepared to deal with the most important classes of off-normal operation.

Accident Managementag:
Risk assessment_ provide a clear definition of the dominant facility accident scenarios
and can be used _o develop strategies for dealing with accidents (planning) and in
some cases can be used during an accident to prioritize the operator's recovery and
mitigation actions.

p

TrainingProgram RiskFocus4°'41:

Having a baseline risk model for a facility allows the training program to both develop
effective procedural responses for the important scenarios identified by the risk
analysis, and to allow some prioritization within the training program to ensure that
the program includes a recognition of ali the dominant risk contributors.
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3 OVERVIEW OF A
PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT

This section of the handbook is directed more to a discussion of the philosophy and content of a risk
assessment than to the details of how to carry out a risk assessment. A list of references __ giving
various detailed procedur_ for the conduct of PRAs is included in Section 3.3.

3.1 A General Approach to Risk Assessment

The risk as._ment process is primarily one ofscenario development, with the risk contribution from
each possible scenario which leads to the outcome or event of interest described in terms of a triplet:

RIS_ = <scenario_, likelihood i, corL._:_luencesi>

The sum of the contributions from ali unique scenarios represents the overall risk for the facility.
Because the risk a_uessment process focusses
on scenarios which lead to undesired events, the general methodology becomes one which allows the
identification of ali possible ._enarios, calculation of their individual likelihoods and a consistent
description of the amsequences which result from e mh.

Scenario development:

Scenario development inevitably leads to a set of descriptions, each of which describes how a
barrier confining a hazard is threatened, how the barrier fails and the effects on the subject
when it is exposed to the uncontained hazard.

This means that there are several generic elements to the risk assessment process:

a) Identificationofhazards

A surveyofthefacilityisinitiallyperformedtoidenti_-thehazardsofconcern.These
hazardsc_n be:

° ionizingradiation(nuclear),
• non-ionizing radiation (microwave, RF),
• chemical(toxic,reactive),
• thermal (contact, radiative, explosive),
• mechanical (kinetic or potential energy), and
• electrical (potential difference, E&M fields).

Each of these hazards, presumably, will be part of the process and will utilize normal
process boundaries as the containment. This means that provided there is no
disturbance in tbe process, the barrier which contairLs the hazard will be unchallenged.

b) Identification of barriers

Each of the identified hazards is examined in detail to define ali the physi_.al barriers which
contain it or can intervene to prevent or minimize exposure of the subject to damage. These
barriers may physically surround the hazard (walls, pipes, valves, fuel clad), they may use
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distance to separate the subject from tile hazard to reduce its effects (radiant energy, radio-
active materials or location of process in isolation ft'ore the subject), or they may provide direct
shielding of the subject from the hazard (protective clothing, bunkers, etc_.

c) Identification of threats to the barriers

Identification of each of the individual barriers is followed by a concise definition of the
requirements for maintaining each one. This can be done by developing an analytical model
which has a hierarchical character or by simply identifying what is needed to maintain the
integrity of each barrier by m_swering the following question:

What can cause, degradation of the barrier?

• barrier strength degraded because of:
. reduced thickness (geometrical change, erosion/corrosion),
. reduced integrity (cracking, pitting, fatigue), and
,. change in material properties (toughness, yield strength - may be

affected by local environment, e.g., temperature).
• load on the barrier increased by:

- in'_..,_nal pressure, and
penetration or distortion by external objects/forces.

In many cases protection from the hazard results from maintenance of distm_ce between
subject and hazard, or the installation of a protective barrier around the subject. The nature
of a barrier which is dependent on administrative controls may appear to be different than
those consisting of functionally dependent hardware, but they are actually analogous to those
described above.

An administrative barrier (distance) can be degraded as a result of:

• char, ge in barrier thickness as a result of a failure to maintain its configuration
(distance reduced between subject and hazard, akin to erosion, familiarity breeds
contempt),

• reduced integrity as a result of procedural or administrative controls which are not
adequate to cover ali situations (cracks in the administrative armor), and

• change in material properties (effectiveness and format of controlling procedures and
practices, the caliber, experience and training of the personnel who maintain the
barrier, and their willingness to adhere to management directives and policy).

The load on the barrier can also be a factor in maintaining its integrity; how often a person
moves within the proximity of a barrier (challenge rate), and productivity or efficiency
demands put pressure on personnel to cut corners and challenge a barrier, or actually ignore
it (stress on barrier).

Constant interaction between people and a barrier can have an effect on its capability much
like fatigue in materials. Constant interaction can act like:

• high cycle fatigue - no apparent effects until one day the barrier fails completely
without warning (initiation dominated), and

• low cycle fatigue in which several failures occur, but each is recovered (arrested) before

. propagation to full failure (propagation dominated).
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d) Quantified Estimates of Releases

The risk assessment proceeds by defining those sequences of events in which the barriers
protecting the subject may be breached, and then making the best estimate possible of the
frequency for each sequence. Those sequences which release similar amounts of hazardous
material under similar conditions of dispersal are grouped together and the frequencies of the
various release groups determined.

e) Effects on the Subject

The range of effects produced by the release of hazardous material may encompass harm to
people, damage to equipment, and the contamination of land or facilities. These effects are
evaluated from a knowledge of the toxic behavior of the particular rhaterial(s) and the specific
outcomes of the accident scenarios considered. In the case of the dispersal of toxic materials,
the size of the releases are combined with the potential dispersion mechanisms to calculate
the outcomes. The dispersal may depend strongly upon weather conditions and, in such cases,
the complete range of conditions observed at that location over a multi-year period should be
evaluated along with the likelihood of each.

] F_m the generic nature of the risk analysis, there appears to be a common approach to understanding
the way in which a subject is exposed to a hazard. This understanding is key in the development of
logical scenario models which can then be solved° Quantitative and qualitative solutions can provide
estimat_ of barrier adequacy and clues to e_t"ective enhancement.

ExaminaLion of these elements leads us to our first important insight into the process of developing
scenarios. Each sequence of events is typically initiated by a disturbance of some kind. If the normal
industrial process serv_ as a barrier which confines the hazard, any upset to the process could initiate
a scenario which leads to Ions of containment or confinement. If we understand the functions required
to maintain normal operation of the process, it becomes apparent that anything which threatens a
process function becomes an initiating event. It is also important to zx_ognize that anything which
directly causes failure of the primary containment boundary (first line of defense or first barrier) leads
to a sequence of events which could lead to release of the hazard. Therefore, two important categories
of initiators are:

* disturbance of the proc_a._ (upset condition), and
. failure of the proc_ boundary.

Note: the use. of the term "process" is intended to embrace the broadest possible meaning. All hard.
ware/software/human assemblies which, as a group or system, perform a single definable
objective comprise the "process". A single facility may have several p_ within it, even
though it may have only one minion.

3.2 The Steps in Conductinp_a Risk _Assessment

The following sections provide a discussion of the various parts of a PRA as we walk our way
t.hrough the steps that must be accomplished.
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3.2.1 Meth_olot.. T Definition and Familiarization

Preparation for a risk assessment begins with a review of the objectives of the customer and
mxc_mbly oi' any related analyses previously done on the facility of interest. An inventory of
possible technique_ for the desired analysis should be developed, and a similar inventol'y of
technical resources. The technical resources available range from available computer codes
,'_ available facility experts and analytical experts.

An evaluation should be made of the resources required for each analytical option and a
selection made of those which will prove to be most cost effective. The basis of the selection
should be documented briefly, and the selection process reviewed with the customer to insure
customer concurrence that their needs will be met.

The training needs of the staff must be evaluated and a training program covering the
methods to be used should be planned and implemented.

3.2.2 Plant Familiarization

A general knowledge of the physical layout of the facility, the specific facility proces_s,
administrative controk_, maintenance and test procedures, and protective systems which
function to maintain facility safety is necessary in order to begin the risk assessment process.
Ali systems, locations, and activities expected to play a roll in the initiation, propagation, or
arrest of an upset condition must be understood in sufficient detail to colmtruct the models
necessary to analyze the facility. Each analyst will have to perform a detailed inspection of
the facility (walkdown) in the areas expected to be of interest and importance to their analy,_is.

To ease the way into the walkdown phase of the plant familiarization, arrange for the facility
staff to supply knowledgeable escorts who have an overall understanding (lx)th physical and

. operational) of the facility. Conta_ the ,_-_-urity department (if necessary) to find out what
they can do to make access to the facility easier. The facility contact named for the walkdown
may be requested as the primary interface between the facility and the analysts. Prior to
going to the facility, collect necessary documents such as the saf hty analysis report (SAR) and
systems descriptions in order to plan the most productive walkdown possible. Interview
enough people during the familiarization phase so that the analysts can obtain a sen_ of the
facility's true operating philosophy. Try to identify the discrete operational modes for the
facility. Take special note of the spatial relationships between hardware. Note any essential
documents not gathered during the walkdown and plan for their collection after returning from
the facility (including maintenance history, operating logs, operating procedures, emergency
procedures).

3.2.3 Setting The Basis For The Analvsi_s

Work with facility personnel to determine the ground rules for the analysis, the scope of the
analysis and the configuration to be analyzed. Be sure to define faults and conditions to be
included in or excluded from the analysis, operating modes of concern, and harciware

• configuration on the design "freeze date". The "freeze date" is an arbitrary date after which
no additional Ihcility changes will be modeled without negotiating with facility personnel. This
negotiation will usually lead to a change in scope of the analysis; therefore, an agreement must
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be made up front about how changes to the frozen design will be handled (out-of-scope
negotiation on budget and schedule).

Agreement must also be reached concerning the requirements for future updates of the
analysis. Do not overlook the manner in which the approach to be taken when infbrmation
is not available to the analyst (e.g., operating and maintenance procedural inadequacies,
hardware technical manuals not available, testing or surveillance programs not defined) is
determined; that is, how will those, assumptions be made? Define the events of concern (the
undesired consequences which the customer want_s to avoid) and the conditions which initiate
the sequence which leads to events of concern (internal, external events). Ascertain whether
events leading to personnel injuries or other undesired consequences (industrial hazards,
maintenance activities) need to be. considered for the analysis.

Consideration of ali these items will lead to an agreement about the schedule, task breakdown
and scope to be accomplished in minimal time and with little or no need for negotiation (except
for out.of-scope activities) during the analysis.

3.2.4 Identification of 'Initiators" or "Initiat_

From the list of identified hazards, select those of concern and develop functional models of
the proce,_-_s in which they are contained. This development leads to a perspective in which
the events that can initiate potential accident scenarios can be specified.

Example: If the process contains alpha.emitters, a radiological hazard, and the process is one
of reduction of the volume (incineration) of the waste containing the alpha emitters, identify
the process functions:

a) Incineration (conditions for ensuring the oxidation reaction)

• combustion

- fuel (primary fuel, secondary fuel, combustible waste)
- combustion air (primary and secondary air)

• exhaust of combustion products
- bottom ash

- volatile waste, combustion gases and flyash.

b) Control of the process boundary (integrity of the system boundary and control or
_apture of any hazardous effluents which pass through the boundary)

• treatment and or recovery of hazardous waste materials
- bottom ash processing
- flyash removal and processing
- volatile exhaust gas treatment (removal via adsorption)
- particulate removal (filters)

• hazard confinement by process boundary
:_ - structurally intact_L

penetrations controlled (dampers, valves, etc).

A failure of any of the above functions will lead to either a direct failure of the primary means
for confinement or the need to stabilize the process by shutting it down. If control of the
boundary is successful, confinement is assured. This means that following an upset which
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requires a change in process state, the transition must not result in failure of either the
treatment of the waste processes or the process boundary, unless the hazard is natura!ly
retained within the proce_ as a result of a pass!ve barrier (plate-out, settling).

The next questions to be resolved are:

What events can occur in operation that can lead to a direct threat to the integrity of
the process boundary?

• loss of control of a penetration
- normally closed, unplanned opening,

loss of filter capability to retain hazard,
loss of encapsulation of solid waste from the process,
flow conditions which overload or bypass filtering or waste product
handling systems,

• loss of structural integrity of the process boundary
. external forces which lead to mechanical degradation as a result of

structural overload,
internal forces (overpressure, acute or chronic) which lead to failure of
the boundary,

- environmental conditions which lead to an acute or chronic loss of
material strength and failure of the boundary (overtemperature
leading to creep), and

. material flaws which initiate and propagate to cause rupture or
leakage (corrosion, er_ion, cracking or fatigue failure).

What events can occur following a transient condition which leads to process shut.
" down?

• In addition to those identified above, there is an acute concern for overpressure
. which can result from conditions which are different from those encountered

in normal operation
- forced convection systems (fans) which overpressurize the system if it

is "bottled up ", and
- explosions which result from the accumulation of combustible material

which approaches its flash point.

REMEMBER:

Initiators either lead to a direct failure of the primary hazard confinement or cause
uncontrolled transient conditiom_ resulting in loss of structural integrity of the
boundary.

Initiators can be identified by examining the functional nature of the process -- any
threat to one of these functions is potentially an initiator, as is anything which leads
to a direct breach of the confinement boundary.

3.2.5 _rational) Event Study

A facility may have one or more operational processes that occur in order to produce a finished
" product or products. In each operational process, specific functions are performed which result
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in the final product. Each function is directly related to one or more systems which perform
the necessary functional actions. The systems, in turn, are composed of components that
accomplish the performance of system actions. As long _s a system is operating within its
design parameters, there is very little chance of challenging system boundaries in such a way
that process materials may be released beyond those boundaries, Operation in this mode is
¢_alled "normal" operation.

Loss of certain functions or systems will cause tile process to enter an off-normal condition.
Once in this condition, there are two possibilities. First, the state of the process could be such
that no other function is required to maintain the process in a safe condition; safe refers to a
mode where the chance of releasing process materials beyond the process boundaries is
incredible. The second possibility is a state wherein other functions or systems are required
to prevent rele_ of process materials beyond the system boundaries. For this second
possibility, the functional or systemic loss is an initiating event. Since these, events are related
to the operating process equipment, they are, termed Operational Initiating Events.

Operational initiating events can also apply to shutdown and start-up processes. The
terminology remains the same since, for a shutdown or start-up procedure, certain equipment
must be functioning for the shutdown or start-up process.

For example, an operational initiating event found in the ATR (Advanced Test Reactor) PRA
initiator list is Low Primary Coolant System Flow. Flow is required to transfer heat produced
in the reactor to heat exchangers and ultimately to the cooling towers and the air. If this
coolant flow function is reduced to the point where insufficient heat is transferred, core
damage could result. Therefore, another system must operate to remove the heat produced
by the reactor. For ATR this other system could be the firewater injection system. By
definition, then, Low Primary Coolant System Flow is an operational initiating event.

A method for determining the operational initiating events begins by first drawing a functional
diagram of the process. From the functional diagram, produce a goal tree with the top goal
being successful completion of the desired process. The goal tree will contain logical
combinations of the process functions that lead to the top goal. Each function can then be
developed into its systems, and components can be combined in a logical method to represent
success of that function. Potential initiating events are then the failures of particular
functions, systems, or components; an occurrence which causes the process to fail. The_
potential initiating even_ are grouped such that members of a group require similar process
system and safety system responses to cope with the initiators. These groupings will be the
operational initiator categories. The initiating events can be quantified through specific
analyses of the phenomena, actual data collected for a particular initiator, or using a
combination of generic data with plant specific data in a Bayesian update.

3.2.6 Initiatin_ (Non-opemtionag__Event Study

Events which cau_ off-normal operation of the chosen facility proce_ and require other
systems to operate to maintain process materials within their process boundaries, but are not
directly related to a process system or component, are non-operational initiating events. These

: events can be determined by using a Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLD), examining
initiating events from similar facilities with similar equipment and processes, examining plant
records and maintenance evolutions for initiating events, and reviewing NUREG/CR-38627,
Development of Transient Initiating Event Frequencies for Use in Probabilistic Risk
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Assessments, for PWR and BWR initiating events. Ali of the above metl_ods are u_d to obtain
the highest feasible level of completeness.

Of these methods, the one which does not involve review of work already done is the MPLD _.
The MPLD is an analysis in success space to obtain the undesired event for a particular
process. The top event might be "Offsite Exposure of the Public to Process Materials". Events
that would make the top event happen would be logically connected to the top event. Each
supporting event would be logically developed to a level consistent with the analysis being
done. Proper development of the supporting events results in both potential operational and
non-operational initiating events being listed across the bottom level of the MPLD. Non-
operational events include (but are not limited to) internal fires, internal floods, seismic
events, vulcanism, loss of coolant accidents (LOCA's), external floods, external fires,' high
winds, and transportation accidents. Initiating events which are mitigated by similar plant
responses are grouped together int_, initiating event categories. Quantification of the initiating
events can be accomplished, just as for operational initiating events, through specific analyses
of the phenomena, actual data collected for a particular initiator, or using a c_mbination of
generic data with plant specific data in a Bayesian update.

An ATR example of a non-operational initiating event is the Seismic event. Seismic activity
Is a natural phenomenon and not directly assoCiated with the ATR process. Seismic activity
can defeat the function of many ATR proces._ and safety systems; therefore, the seismic event
is an initiating event.

3,2.7 Sequence or Scenario Development

The goal for scenario development is to derive a complete set of scenarios which identify all
" of the potential propagation paths which can lead to loss of confinement of the hazard or

exposure of the subject, following the occurrence of an initiating event. To describe the cause
and effect relationships between initiators and the event progression, it is necessary to identify

- those functions (critical safety functions) which must be maintained to prevent loss of hazard
confinement. The scenarios which describe the functional response of the proc.e_ or facility to
the initiating event are frequently displayed in an inductive or event tree format.

Digression: Why. an inductive rather than deductive process?

If a deductive process is employed, there must be a model which describes all of the
contributing events which lead to a single outcome. A typical initiating event may lead
to one of many possible outcomes, each of which differ in severity and importance. An
inductive model allows the display of all intervening event possibilities and their
individual tracks to each possible outcome. A complete description of the process is
possible.

The second mason for displaying the event scenarios in inductive fashion is that the
conditionalities which result from the differing character of the initiating event are
apparent, so that any quantification of the conditional probabilities is easily traced.

Another reason for using inductive behavioral models is that the scenarios are
apparent _ this is not true for a fault (deductive) model since it does not display
temporal (time sequence) relationships between constituents of the cut sets.
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It is po_ible to structure a set of deductive models whici_ identify the relationships
between all initiating events and the functional response of the fhcility or process for
each define_t outcome of interest (damage state). Such an approach, however, reqt, ires
very precise definition of the conditionalities associated with each basic event, and can
be quite difficult to accomplish.

3.2.8 Event Tree (inductive) anal s_L_"

Grouping of initiators

After each individ_al initiator is identified, each resultant process or facility response and
outcome (plant damage state) must be described. There will be a two-tiered approach to this
development .... first the functional response will be identified, and then the corresponding
hardware used to achieve each individual function will be included. The result of this activity
is the construction of the event tree which displays all of the possible facility or process
responses to that individual initiator. Events displayed in the tree are typically in terms of
hardware systems.

: Problem: there may be. many, many initiating events, each of which requires its own
event tree. To simplify the analysis, grouping of initiators is frequently performed.
Grouping of initiators is possible if the facility response to each one in the group is
identical, and the availability of systems respo,lding to the individual group initiators
is affected equally.

Question: How to inductively find the proper grouping?

• Find the initiating events which lead to direct confinement breaching.
° Find the initiating events that lead to direct release of process

materials from the process boundary.
• Find initiating events which require the same set of actions, safety

systems, and process systems to mitigate consequences within
approximately the same time frame'.

° Find initiating events which disable the process and specific re-
sponding systems in the same manner.

Once the initiators are grouped, the proper functional responses are determined for each
initiator. Each group member is validated against the functional responses. The functional
responses are. broken down into systemic responses, and again each group member is validated
against the systemic responses. If any group member does not require all the systems
determined in the response, then that initiator has to be grouped with another initiating event
group which requires its particular system responses.

3.2.9 Fault Tree Development

Event trees commonly involve branch points at which a given system either does work or does
not work. The systems are built to be highly reliable, and therefore may not have an adequate
record of observed failures to provide a dependable data base of failure rates_ In such cases,
fault tree analysis can be used to calculate the expected system failure rate. This is done by
developing a system model in which the overall system is broken down into basic components
or modules for which adequate data exists.
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A second reason1 for performing fault tree analysis of a systeln is to develop a model of the
system dependencies; that model indicates the conditions outside of the system boundary
which can lead to system failure. Thus, if successful system performance is dependent upon
an air-operated valve which is a part of the system, system failure might result whenever the
plant air compressor system fails.

A Fault Tree Analysis of a system starts by specifying a given system failure as the "top event"
of the fault tree. The complete fault tree is developed by creating a logic model of all of those
conditions which can lead to the undesired top event. The development takes place from the
top downward, until the items listed are components or independent subsystems with known
failure rates; these items are _basic events."

Different event.tree modeling approaches imply variations in the complexity of the system
models that may be required. If only front-line systems or combinations of systems are
included as event.tree headings, the fault trees are more complex and must accommodate ali
dependencies between front.line and support systems within the fault, tree. If support systems
are explicitly included as event-tree headings, more complex event trees and less complex fault
trees result.

3.2.10 Study of Internal Events External to Process

Events that originate within the facility proper are called internal events. Furthermore, we
define events which adversely affect the process and which occur outside of the process
boundaries but within the facility _internal events external to the process.." This definition can
be used as a parameter for binning (grouping) the final sequences resulting from the event
trees.

Typical internal events external to the process are internal fires, internal floods, and high-
energy events within the facility which do not result from the process under study.

3.2.11 External Events Study

The obvious cxmnterpoint to the definition posed in section 3.2.10 is an initiating event that
originates out_ide of the facility proper. This type of event is called an external event.
Examples of external events are fir_ beginning outside the facility, floods beginning outside
of the facility, seismic events, transportation events, volcanic events, and high-wind events.
Again, this classification can be used in binning the event tree sequences.

3.2.12 Dependent Failure Considerations

To attain the very low levels of risk acceptable to the general public and participants in the
nuclear industry and in future space exploration activities, the systems and hardware which
comprise the barriers must have very high levels of reliability. This high reliability is typically
achieved by using redundant and/or diverse hardware, providing multiple success paths. The
problem then becomes one of ensuring the independence of the paths, because there is always
some degree of coupling between their failure mechanisms, either through the operating
environment (events external to the hardware) or through functional and spatial dependencies.
A support system which is needed to power, control, cool, or lubricate physically-redundant

. trains of hardware is a functional dependency; two trains of fully redundant hardware sharing
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a particular location in which cooling or motive fluid could be released by one (causing its
failure) and lead to an explosion which fails the other have a spatial dependency. A fault on
one electrical bus which is not physically and electrically i_lated from another, may lead to
a similar consequent failure on the second bus and result in total ihilure.

Several terms have been used to describe dependent failures, e.g., "common-cause" failures and
"propagating" failures. We will use the term dependent failures and emphasize the importance
of constantly being alert to possible dependencies.

As the reliability of individual systems and subsystems increases, the contribution from
dependent failures becomes more important; at some point dependent failures dominate the
overall reliability. Including their effects in the reliability models is difficult and requires that
sophisticated fully-integrated models are developed and solved to find those failure
combinations which lead to mission failure. It is through this (typically l deductive and
integrated modelling process that insidious failure events can be identified. The treatment oi'
dependent failures is not a single step pertbrmed during the PRA; it must be considered
throughout the mmlysis.

3.2.13 Data Study.

A critical building block in assessing the reliability and availability of systems is data on the
performance of _stems and equipment. In particular, the best resource for predicting future
availability of equipment and plants is past operating histories. Component reliability indices
are inputs to system reliability studies, and much of the validity of the results depends on the
quality of this input information. It must be recognized, however, that historical data has
predictive value only to the extent that (1) the conditions under which the data were generated
remain applicable, and (2) constant failure rate data are not projected into the wear-out phase
of component life. The determirmtion of the various component failure data consists
essentially of the following steps: the collection of generic data, the assessment of generic
distributions, the statistical evaluation of plant-specific data, and specialization of the _neric
distributions using plant-specific data. Two types of events identified during the accident-
sequence definition and systems modeling must be quantified for the event trees and fault
trees in order to estimate frequencies of occurrence for accident sequences. They are: (1)
initiating events, and (2) component failt, res, or primary events.

The quantification of initiating and primary events involves two separate activities. First the
reliability model for each event must be established, and then the parameters of the model
must be estimated. The necessary data include component failure rates, repair times, test
frequencies and test downtimes, common-cause probabilities, and uncertainty characteriza-
tions. The establishment of the data base to be used will generally involve the collection of
some equipment- or facility.specific data and integration with broad generic data bases.

The way data are evaluated will be affected by whether it is decided to use a classical or a
Bayesian framework for treating uncertainties. The tools selected for use in sequence
quantification will also affect the data analysis, in that the data must be in a form compatible
with the tools. For example, the data analysis could yield probability distributions for
reliability models that cannot be exactly represented by any defined distribution (e.g., a
gamma or a lognormal distribution), and yet the quantification tools may require that ali
inputs be described by a set of predefined distributions.
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Instead of collecting and analyzing raw data, it may be sufficient to use: data t¥om a previous
PRA study. This could save considerable time and cost, but it inay diminish confidence in the
results.

For Initiating Igvent Frequencies applicable to light-water nuclear reactors, references 3 and

7 have both tabulations of data and references to many other data sources. References 3 and _£,_ _",._,_"
9 have tabulations of data and references to other sources for Generic Failure Rate data bases. _...v- ,:[,, t_,

?

3.2.14 ._uantification

Quantification of' the fault-tree/event-tree sequences is done to determine the plant-damage
frequencies. The approach is somewhat dependent upon the manner in which system
dependencies have been handled. We will describe the more complex situatiou in which the
fault trees are not independent of one another and have dependencies upon support systems.

The quantification will use the code SETS or some other fault tree reduction code; we discuss
the process here for SETS. The SETS code accepts input in the form of fault trees, Boolean
equations, and point values. Starting with fault-tree models tbr the various plant front-line
systems and support systems and probability estimates fbr each primary event for these fault
trees, the data are input to SETS. The fault trees for support systems are merged where
needed with the front-line systems and converted into Boolean equation representations, and
the equations _lved for the minimal cut sets for each of the front-line systems (those
identified as headings on the event trees). The minimal cut sets for the front-line systems are
then combined appropriately to determine the cut sets for the accident sequences.

If ali possible cut sets are retained during this process, an unmanageably large collection of
. terms will almost certainly result. Truncation (discarding of insignificant members) of the

collection of cut sets is performed on the basis of the number of terms in a cut set or upon the
probability of the cut set, wl',ile obtaining the minimal cut sets for the systems and accident
sequences. This is a practical necessity because, of the overwhelming number of cut sets that
can result from combin.ation of a large number of failures, even though the probability of any
one of these combinations may be vanishingly small. The truncation process will not disturb
our effort to determine the dominant accident sequences since we are di_.'arding sequences ..
that are each very unlikely.

A valid concern is sometimes voiced that even though the individual disca:rded cut sets may
be at _east a thousand times less probable than the average of those re;mined, the large
number of them might represent a significant part of the plant risk. The actual plant risk
might thus be considerably larger than the PRA result. Detailed examination of a few PRA
studies of nuclear power plants showed that truncation did not have a significant effect upon
the total plant risk result in those particular cases.

3.2.15 Report Development

The final report for the PRA sh6uld provide a summary compilation of ali of the individual
tasks, describe the methods and indicate the input data and materials used, and detail the

. results and insights. The risk contributions associated with each of the initiating events
should be prsented. The report should detail the strengths and weaknesses of the facility
analyzed, establishing a context in which to view the risk analysis results. The dominant

• accident sequences should be highlighted with discussion provided about potential risk
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reduction opportunities that could be a_omplished through changes in hardware, operation
or maintenance procedures or policies, or specific training.

Filou'e 2 Risk _ment Flowchart
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4 FACILITY CHAIL_CTERIT_a, TION

This chapter addresses the characterization of a facility, identifying those features which complicate
the performance of a probabilistic risk assessment. The facility hazards, complexity, approaches to
operation, and even its mission, will all aflbct the detail needed in a risk assessment as well as the
analytical tc_)ls which will be required.

4.1 Facility Hazards and Potential Subjects

A first step in characterizing a facility for scoping a risk assessment is to identify the various
hazards. These hazards may involve radioactive materials, toxic chemicals, biological agents,
or high-energy materials (e.g., steam, compressed gases, or explosives). The inventory of each
material present is important along with consideration of the speed at which toxic effects
become irreversible. Consideration should also be given to the possibility that accident
conditions can cause normal process materials to be transformed into toxic compounds.

The various mechanisms for exposure should be considered along with the toxicity/lethality
of the hazards. Thec-,eexposure mechanisms may include diffusion through or transport by the
air, direct exposure and possibly the handling ofcontaminated materials. Dispersion may take
place rapidly in the case of energetic releasea either because the release is buoyant because
of high temperature or because of kinetic energy imparted by the release conditio_. Attention
should al_ be given to possible degradation mechanism that will reduce the toxicity of the
toxic materials in the normal environment.

The range, of potential exposure subjects must be defined. Subjects that might be cow,sidereal
range, from the process equipment itself, to the facility employees, the persons in neighboring
communities, and the external environment. Ali barriers that separate the subjects from the
hazards should be enumerated. These barriers should include administrative controls as well

as physical barriers. The likelihood that a given subject will be exposed to the lmzard is
dependent upon the reliability of the barriers and also upon fi_ctors such as meteorology.
Important t;actors will include the density of population surrounding the facility. The impact
of a release upon the surrounding environment will be influenced by whether it contains
pristine parkland, fragile ecosystems, or possibly agricultural land. The ease (cost.) of
immobilization of any residual hazard, or its removal from the environment will have an efii_ct
on the potential liability.

The internal events and external events that will be considered in the analysis must be
specified. We are interested here in the events that could lead to a loss ofhazard confinement.
Possible events would include internal events such as flooding from pipe rupture, or internal
fires, and external events such as wind, earthquakes, floods or fires.

4.2 Facilitv Mission

The risks as.ca)ciated with operation of a fhcility include considerations of the public health and
safety as well as potential losses resulting from equipment failure or contamination. The
latter issues may vary dramatically depending upon facility mission. A manufacturing facility
will be impacted strongly by events that shut down the manufacturing line and thus decre2,se
average availab!lity of the process capability. A research facility might be impacted less by
average, availability but be sensitive to possible interruptions of ve.ry expensive one-time
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experiments. A pilot plant, whose mission is to demonstrate the feasibility of a new pz;oce_,
might find a program canceled because of a leak of hazardous material, even though no
persons were actually harmed by the release.

4.3 Facility Complexity

The complexity of the facility risk assessment model for is dependent on a number of factors.
We will address these major factors below.

Degree of Redundancy -- Single.train systems are simple to analyze (but not highly reliable)
because system failure can be caused by the failure of many single components. For highly-
reliable systems, system failure may not occur unless there is failure of 'm out of n' of the
redundant elements in a particular section of the system. The analytical ,nodels used in such
redundant cases may present a much greater challenge to the computer codes or analytical
tools.

Support System Requirements -- Operation of the normal process as well as safety systems
may be dependent upon support systems which provide utilities such as: compressed air,
cooling water, AC and DC power of various voltages, and inerting gases.

Degree of System Inter-Dependence -- The dependence of one system upon others adds
complexity to the facility model; that adds difficulty to the analytical process and can be
important to the risk determination. A classic example of inter-dependence is that of a diesel-
powered emergency electrical generator which is dependent upon a cooling.water system;
under certain conditions, the cooling-water system, in turn, is dependent upon the emergency
electrical generator to drive its pump.

I.

Number of Pr_ Control Variables and Process ,Sensitivity to the Control Variables
Successful operation of a given process may be sensitive to temperatures at various points,

: levels of liquids in several tanks, pressures in reaction chambers, flow rates into important
volume_, and a large number of other specific variables. Ther_ factors increase the complexity
of the model to be analyzed directly and in more complex ways when the process is non-
linearly dependent on combinations of the variables.

Number of Subsystems or Process Steps -- The complexity of' the analytical model increases
with the number of process steps and the number of subsystems that make up the facility
systems.

Fre.quency and Level of Human Interaction to Control Process -- Human involvement enters
more than once in our consideration of facility characterization. Here we recognize that a
facility may be dependent upon human action to accomplish normal control functions that
could alternatively have been realized by hardware. These activities may need to be modeled
as an integral part of the p_ operation.

Different Products and Different Mission Phases _ Each of the different products may require
a unique set of systems, and the systems needed or requirements to be met by the systems
may change in the difl'erent mission phases (e.g., startup, test, operation, and shutdown).
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4.,1 Facilit}' Operational Considerations

The complexity of conducting a risk asse_ment can al_ be affected by a number oi' other
factors we will address here.

Maintenance Policies -- The accuracy of the analytical model will be dependeat upon the
existence of defined poLicies and procedures. In some facilities, equ.ipment is allowed to run
until it fails. This policy tends to get maximum use out of a given part (assuming its failure
does not damage other parts) at the expense of unexpected interruption of the process. A
se_nd approach is that of preventive maintenance in which parts are replaced at sp_ified
intervals, ideally shortly before the time at which they would wear out. These approaches can
be improved in some situations by using a predictive maintenance approach in which sensors
are used to detect early symptoms of wearout. Predictive maintenance then allows maximum
use of the part without suffering the costs of forced outages. The failure rate used in modeling
systems will be dependent upon the maintenance policy in use.

Degree of Automation -- The degree of automation of the facility will determine the amount
of human reliability analysis that will be required. The emphasis here. is on the analytical
tools that will assist in estimating human reliability in performance of the required actions.

Administrative Controls .-- The use of administrative controls will complement the physical
protective barriers, sometimes controlling access to hazardous areas and other times
controlling human actions in appropriate manners to enhance safety. These controls are an
important part of the overall plant and its operation, and must be evaluated for risk
contributions.

Operator Training and Facility Documentation -- The quality of the human pertbrmance will
be affected by the training of the facility staff. It will also be affected by the completeness and
currency of the facility documentation. Any incompleteness in facility documentation will
make the job of analysis extremely difficult.

Degree. to Which Facility and Hardware Design Match Facility Mission -- Operations which
take place, in thcilities not designed for that use have the potential to be hazardous and are
difficult to evaluate; there are usually greater uncertainties in lmowing how the facility will
respond to various accident conditions. It is necessary to determine if adequate barriers have
been installed to contain the hazards.
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5 ANALYTICAL METHODS

A broad range of analytical methods are utilized by different practitioners in the conduct of risk
t_:_ssments. In addition, there exist other methods used ibr various forms of systems analysis. The
selection of methods to [_ used for analysis of a given facility depends upon the features of the facility,
the specific results needed, and the complete set of applications to be facilitated. It is our objective
to provide assistance in selection of methods to be used and to encourage a broad look at available
methods during that selection.

Analysts tend to develop great expertise in the use of a few tools (methods), then use these same tools
for all analyses, whether tho_e methods are overkill for the facility, appropriate for the job, or
incapable of providing the complete results desired. Rather than tbllowing that course, we should each
expand our consideration of methods to be used and select tools that fit the job at hand.

The difficulty the facility manager faces is that of ensuring that maximum use is made of the
resources invested in the analytical proc_s. Section 2 provided some assistance to see that numerous
applications are considered before the analysis begins; this section should help to see that the methods
proposed for the analysis meet the requirement_u of each application with minimum expenditure of
available resources.

5.1 _ication/Facilitv to a Method

Several applications were presented in Chapter 2; we presume that each of these applications
has a set of requirements that can be met adequately by some of the methods to be considered
in this chapter. The characteristics of the facility as discussed in Chapter 4 will also have a

, significant impact upon the selection of the method(s) to be used. It is simply noted here that
the analytical methods to be u_d and the associated documentation to be generated should
be adequate to meet ali of the requirements of ali of the applications desired in the context of
the facility of interest.

5.2 Attributes of the Methods

Cost -- Some methods will drive the analysis to greater costs than others. The approach in
this chapter is to determine the best method to use for a specific situation. This will be the
least cost approach that satisfies ali ofthe requirements.

Success / Failure -- A success-oriented analys_,s can be of greater use in applications which
relate to plant operations and to training programs. An example would be. the development
of an operator advisory system to indicate how to achieve success with only some systems
functional. Failure-oriented analyses are the approach of choice to identify weak links and
thereby highlight hardware that c:_n benefit by redesigq_ or modification.

Quantitative / Qualitative -- Qualitative analysis methods are most useful for evaluating
design, operations, and maintenance concepts; they are useful in defining hazards and in
constructing hazardous event sequences. A list of cut sets for a system can identify

• undesirable dependencies and single- or double-failure events that the designer may want to
design around. The event sequences can then be studied in more detail by quantitative
met,hods. The quantitative methods can be useful in comparative evaluation of alternate

, design, operations, and maintenance concepts.
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Inductive / Deductive -- Inductive methods are those which postulate a given event or failure
and then determine the possible outcomes; they are exemplified by FMEAs oi' event trees.
Deductive methods are those in which a particular failure or outcome is postulated and the
modes of system/component behavior which can contribute to this failure are specific-xi. An
example of a deductive method is that of fault tree analysis.

Model Capabilities -- The analysis of the facility will involve some modeling of the systems,
their behavior, and their interfaces. The size of the model will depend upon the facility itself
and on _he requirements for the analysis. It is critical that the method selected be appropriate
for the size model needed. An additional element of consideration is the complexity of' the
model. The distinction between size and complexity is that size is increased by repetitive
modules while complexity is increased by diversity and by system interactions. The size and
complexity of the model are both affected by the degree of inclusion of implicit or exlSlicit
detail.

Human Reliability / System Analysis -- Passive or highly automated systems may be able to
use a systems analysis only. When human intervention can significantly affect the outcome,
a human reliability analysis should be an integral part of the analysis.

Solution Speed -- It is important to select methods that provide adequate speed of solution of
both the original mlalysis and subsequent, resolution with varied parameters. The
requirements will vary depending upon the facility being analyzed, whether it is a preliminary
or final design for the facility, and upon the number of parametric variations being considered.

Computer Facility Requirements -- A feature of the methods being considered is whether they
are amenable to hand solution, solution on a PC, or require the use of a mainframe computer.

User Interface _ Many of the methods are embodied within computer code packages that
provide varying degrees of 'user friendliness'. These interfaces may have graphical displays
or may be usable by the non-expert, features that may be of considerable importance. The
package may also provide valuable features such as an editor that will handle model variations
or modifications.

J

Special Options -- Some computer packages will provide the user with special options that.
may prove valuable, options such as: the handling of' uncertainties, calculations of sensitivity
to particular parameters, calculations of the importat_ce of parameters, self-documentation of'
the models and the calculations, modularization of fault trees, and the possibility of global
data base changes.

5.3 List of Analytical Methods

The methods below fall into "keyed" categories where the factors above will dictate one or more
of these methods. The mapping may not be exact; in that case, the lmrameters that do not
match should be well understood and must not pose a major fault with the "pick".

Cause-Consequence Analysis _
Cause-consequence analysis is a formalized combination of event _¢ee analysis and fault tree
analysis. The event trees are used to determine the sequence of events that can lead to the
consequences of interest. Event trees are developed for each of the distinct classes of initiating
events of interest. The fault trees are then used to model the capt.,es of the failure events
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within the sequences. The causes of the event sequence failures can be modeled as either
system failures or component failures. If a lack of failure data exists on the system level, the
causes would be modeled on the component level where such data are more readily available.
The results of a cause-consequence analysis can be either qualitative or quantitative.

Event Tree Analysis _
Quantification of the risk associated with a plant requires the delineation of a large number
of possible accident sequences. Because of the complexity of a plant, it is not feasible to write
down (by inspection) a listing of ali important accident sequences. Event Tree Analysis
provides a systematic and orderly approach to properly understand and identify the many
factors that could influence the course of potential accidents.

Construction of an event tree begins with the identification of initiating events, those events
which have some potential to lead to a serious acciden_ if equipment were to fail and/or
persons were to act incorrectly. For each initiating event, a list is made of those actions or
systems which will stop the accident progression or will reduce the severity of the .final
outcome. The event tree starts at the left of a diagram and lists headings across the top of the
diagram for each of the mitigating actions or systems. The event tree starts with the existence
of the selected initiating event and branches to represent the different outcomes (both failure
and success) of the actions or systems.

The resulting event tree depicts, both visually and rigorously, the complete set of accident
sequences that need to be considered individually.

Fault Tree Analysis 24
" Fault tree analysis is an analytical technique in which an undesired state of the system is

specified (usually a state that is critical from a ,safety standpoint), and the system is then
analyzed in the context of its environment and operation to find ali credible ways in which the

- undesired event can occur. The fault tree itself is a graphic model of the various parallel and
sequential combinations of faults that will result in the occurrence of the undesired (top) event.
The faults can be events that are associated with component hardware failures, human errors,
or any other pertinent events which can lead to the undesired event. A fault tree thus depicts
the logical interrelationships of basic events that can lead to the undesired event -- the top
event of the fault tree.

Construction of a fault tree begins with a definition of the top event and proceeds to an
identification of its causes, which are connected to the top event by conventional logic gates.
The procedure is repeated for each of the causes, and the causes of the causes, etc., until all
the events have been considered. Fault tree analysis has found application in the aerospace
industry for several decades and more recently has been widely used in the nuclear industry.
Fault tree analysis is particularly useful in the early design phases of new systems when one
can benefit from evaluating selected design alternatives. It is able to use failure rates, down
times, repair times, and other dynamic systems functions or measures of these functions.

FMEA ,_-8

" A failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) identifies failure modes for the components of
concern and traces their effects on other components, subsystems, and systems. Emphasis is
placed en identifying the problems that result from hardware failure.

)
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To prepare for an FMEA, several steps may be usefl_l. The system to be analyzed, including
its mission and operation, should be defined, with all interfaces clearly identified. The failure
categories and environmental conditions may be specified. The extent to which each of these
steps proceeds depends on the complexity of the system. Once the system and its intended use
are described and understood, the FMEA can be performed.

The analysis uses a tabular worksheet to document the analysis. Specific entries in the
columns typically include: a description of the component, its function, its failure mode, causes
of failure, possible effects, and method of failure detection. In addition, columns may be
present to indicate: failure probability, criticality (a quantitative measure of the component
in the system), mitigation, and general remarks.

The main disadvantage of FMEA is that it considers only one failure at a time, and not
multiple or pre-existing failures. There is no limit, in principle, to the number of components
that can be considered simultaneously, but the number of combinations becomes prohibitively
large with complex systems. The advantages of FMEA are that it is simple to apply and it
provides an orderly examination of the hazardous conditions in a system.

GO Method _'l°

The GO method is a suce_:_sooriented system-analysis technique. It uses inductive logic to
model system performance, both successes and failures, lt has the capability to evaluate
system reliability azld availability, identify fault sequences, and rank the relative importance
of the constituent elements.

A GO model can generally be constructed from engineering drawings by replacing engineering
elements (valves, switches, etc.) with one or more GO symbols, which are combined to
represent system function and logic. The GO computer code uses the GO model to quanti_
system performance.

The GO model can be more easily inspected for validity in representing the actual system than
can a fault tree, but is more difficult to review in terms of failure modes since it does not

explicitly display failure modes. GO ksalso well suited to the analysis of systems involving
great numbers of pieces of hardware or hardware that is physically highly interconnected.

GO-FLOW Method _1"1'_

The GO-FLOW reliability analysis methodology has a modeling method and a calculational
procedure that are both similar to the CK) method. The GO-FLOW methodoloK7 can analyze
a time-dependent system unavailability by a single chart with one computer run. It can
readily analyze a system that has a complex sequence of time-variant states.

Goal Tree Analysis _'''B
A goal tree is a visual representation of the goals and subgoals which must be satisfied to meet
a top goal or _objective ", A goal tree analysis is useful because it forces a great deal of thought
to be given to all aspects of the problem at hand; it also leads to a clear display of the resulting
organized knowledge in a form readily understood by others.

Following the definition of a single objective, development of the goal tree proceeds through
the decomposition of this defined top goal into subservient or dependent goals, taking care to
adhere rigorously to the hierarchy or dependence between each identified subgoal. To ensure
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that the hierarchy is rigorously maintained, rules are applied during tr___econstruction. The
test for proper hierarchy indicates that, for any subgoal in the tree, the goal up one level in
the tree will indicate why the selected subgoal should be achieved, a1_d the subgoals one level
below will indicate how the selected subgoal will be achieved.

Goal Tree/Succ_ Tree Analysis _'l°
A goal tree/success tree (GTST) has a tree-like hierarchical structure which can represent the
deep-knowledge of complex process systems for problem solving..The upper part of the GTST
model consists of a goal tree as described above for goal tree analysis. The lower portion of
the tree consists of success tree models of the hardware components and systems which are

used to achieve the lowest level goals of the goal tree. Although the GTST model can be used
for reliability allocation during the design process, quantification is more difficult than for
fault tree modeling. The success orientation is very useful for persons in plant operations, and
has a structure that can be very useful in the development of expert systems.

Hazard Analysis _
Hazard analysis of a system in the development phase, of its life cycle is a critical part of a
system safety program. A hazard is defined as a potential for doing harm. The harm may
take the form of injury, morbidity, or damage to equipment or other property. Hazard analysis
encompasses a set of methodologies that first search_ for poteDtials to do harm, which we call
hazards. Having found these hazards, hazard analysis attempts to control them to an
acceptable level. Control requires some understanding of the causes of the hazards. So hazard
analysis not only seeks out hazards judged to be unacceptable, but also endeavors to determine
the primary elements or events of the hazard generation process. Having discovered the_
elements/events, it attempts to modify their logical relationship so that the hazard is reduced

- to an acceptable level.

A Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) is conducted early in the development stage, so it can
- aid the early formation of design and proc_lural safety so r .e_quirements for controlling the

hazardous conditions, thereby avoidir_g costly design changes later on.

Human Reliability Analysis _-_
The treatment of human action is an important aspect of any Probabilistic Risk Assessment.
Given the high degree of hardware reliability and redundant design associated with hazardous
plant systems, human interfaces with the system are often significant contributors to system
unavailability. The human actions may involve errors ranging from a failure to restore the
equipment to operability following test and maintenance tasks to errors in manipulating the
equipment in response to accident situations. On the other hand, operators may take action
to correct misalignments of equipment or to overcome failures under accident conditions.

Master Plant Logic Diagrams 2'_26
A Master Plant Logic Diagram _MPLD) provides a visual display of the plant reliability
structure so that the interrelationships can easily, be seen among: (1) the initiating events, t2_
the front-line systems, and (3) the support systems. The MPLD is gene_'ated by first
determining the functional requirements which must be satisfied to prevent a severe accident.
The front-line systems are then those systems which are present to satisfy the functional
requirements.

j,
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The upper part of the MPLD displays the information normally contained in the front.line
system event trees. The systems themselves are modeled into trains or subsystems which are
logically related by their success criteria, The hierarchy of the model is displayed in the
support system matrix. This matrix is developed by performing an interfacing systems FMEA
for each front-line system component, and then similarly for the support systems, The last
task in development of the MPLD is to identify the effects of initiating events on the
availability of both front-line and support systems. A major value of this approach is its

openness with analytic assumptions made deliberately and with a clarity provided to the
overall analytic process.

Reliability Block Diagrams _''_
A reliability block diagram (RBD) is a model of a given system generated by an inductive
process; the system is divided into blocks representing distinct portions of the system and the
blocks are arranged to represent _system success _ pathways. The model generally is used to
represent active elements in a system in a manner that allows an exhaustive search for, and
the identification of, all pathways for success. The RBD method is commonly used in plant
or system reliability predictions or allocatioas. Numerical calculations of system reliability are
made, and sensitivity studies can be performed to allocate desired reliability values and to
optimize overall system reliability.

When used in the PRA process, the intent of the RBD is to combine components that are
functionally in series in a system train into one supercomponent and then link together
parallel supercomponents to form a summary model of the system, The collection of minimal
fault sets or cut sets expresses the logical relationship between the system and its components.

Single-Point Failure Analysis :_°
. This approach, applicable for relatively small systems, is accomplished by examining the

system, element by element. Those discrete elements and/or interfaces whose, malfunction or
failure taken individually will induce system failure are identified. The technique is equally
applicable to hardware systems, software systems, and formalized human operator procedures.
Single-point failure analysis is a natural consequence of the application oi' fault-tree analysis
as used to determine cut sets.

Sneak Analysis 3_'_
The technique of sneak circuit analysis is based on the discovery that topological c_riteria exist
which can be used to recognize unplanned operational modes of an electrical circuit. A sneak
circuit is a latent path or condition in an electrical system which inba'bits a desired condition
or initiates an unintended or unwanted action. This condition is not caused by component
failures; rather, it has been inadvertently designed into the electrical system. Sneak circuits
otten exist because subsystem designers lack the overall system visibility required to interface
all subsystems properly. When design modifications are implemented, sneak clrcuits
frequently occur because changes are rarely submitted to the rigorous testing that the original
design undergoes. Some sneak circuiku are evidenced as "glitches" or spurioL_ operational
modes and can be manifested in mature, thoroughly tested systems after long use. Sometim_
sneaks are the real cause of problems thought to be the result of electromagnetic interference
or grounding "bugs _.

A software sneak is defined as a logic control path which causes an unwanted operation to
occur or which bypa._es a desired operation, without regard to failures of the hardware system
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to respond as programmed. Software sneak analysis has evolved along lines very similar to
electrical sneak circuit analysis..Topological network trees are used with electrical symbology
representing the software commands to allow easy cross analysis between hardware and
software trees and to allow the use of a single standardized analysis procedure. As hardware
and software systems increase in complexity, the use of interface bridging analysis tools such
as sneak analysis, becomes imperative to help provide assurance of total system reliability and
maintainability.

UNIRAM "4"_

UNIRAM is an availability assessment methodology developed by ARINC Research
Corporation for the Electric Power Research Institute. The method is used to predict the
effectiveness of improvement options and to establish improvement goals.

UNIRAM is employed to determine the relationship between component reliability and unit
equivalent forced outage rate (EFOR). Because of the different down times and effects on
plant output for the components, each component has a discrete curve correlating reliability
to unit EFOR. The curve is developed by using UNIRAM to model the system. The model is
run repeatedly, using incrementally increasing values of component reliability. The worth
curves present the results of complex reliability analyses in a manner that is both precise and
easily understood. The curves can be used as a basis for, and in defense of, prudent
management of complex facilities.
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6 COMPUTER CODES

Most oftheanalyticalmethodsi.istedinChapter5 havebeenusedastheba._isforconstructing
computercodepackag_. Thesecodescanassistan analystinbuildingand editinganalytical
models,assemblyand maintenanceofa database,and analyticalcom i,utations.Some oftho_
computercodeswillbebrieflydiscussedheretoassista new team ofanalystsinfamiliarizing
therm_elveswiththetoolsthatareavailable.

6.1 Code Selection Factors

Once the analyti_l requirements are known and the methods to be,used have been selected,
only a small subset of the codes discussed in this chapter will be satisfactory, Where more
than one code will do the job, the following factors axe re.levant to the selection.

, Compatibility -- If system models exist from previous work or if data bases have been
developed, which of the code_ will be compatible with these materials? Which of the
cod_ will be compatible with the needs for the follow-on applications?

• A_,ailability -- Which of the codes is available within the constraints of the task, e,g.,
resources?

• Experience of tb,e Analysts -- For which of the codes do you have experienced
personnel? What training will be required to use each of the codes and how will it be
provided?

, AdditionalResources---Willthecodeselectedrequirea computerotherthan those o
readilyavailable?Willmainframecomputer_rvicesbe required?

6,2 AvailableC0m_mter Code Pac_

Thk_ handbook describes a number of computer codes currently available for the qualitative
and quantitative evaluation of system or plant logic models. It is difficult to recommend a
specific code for _ in evaluating plant or ._stem logic models. A great many codes or code
packages are available, each having _me particular objective toward aiding or improving the
solution of complex modeis. Even for a particular function, it is difficu|t to reach a corLse.nsus
on a given code because many different factors -- such as available computer facilities, staff
expertise_, and the specific objectives of the analysis -- affect selection of the computer codes.
The intent here- is to provide a starting point for someone who wants to find out what codes
are, available. There- are- numerous codes available in addition to those listed here; some of
them are listed [n NUREG-2300 *.

6.2.1 Con.___lputerCodes fbr Qualitative Anal_

The_.e codes compute the minimal cut andi0r path sets of a fault tree or perform Boolean
reduction for the fault trees. Minimal cut sets give all the unique combinations of primary-
events that cause.._ystem failure; minimal path sets give the smalle_-t group of primary-event
successes that, guarantee system success. Details about the methods for determining minimal
cut sets and minimal path cuts are deeocribed in the Fault Tree Handbook _.
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CAFTA+ :'4-- The CAFTA+ code, developed by Science Applications International Corp., is a
PC(workstation).based fault tree package which includes a full-screen fault tree editor,
a multi-level reliability data base, a plotting package, a cut set generation routine, and
a cut set results editor.

IRRAS s -- The IRRAS (IntegratedReliabilityand RiskAnalysisSystem)code,developedby
theIdaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory,isa microcomputer-basedprobabilistic
riskassessmentmodel developmentand analysistool.IRRAS is an integrated
softwaretoolthatgivestheu_r the abilitytocreateand analyzefaulttreesand
accidentsequencesusinga microcomputer.This program providesfunctionsthat
rangefromgraphicalfaulttreeconstructiontocutsetgenerationand quantification.
Alsoprovidedinthesystemisan integratedfull-screeneditorforusewhen interfacing
withremotemainframecomputersystems.

PRA-WORKSTATION 6- The PRA-WORKSTATION code, developed by EI International, is
a microcomputer-based probabilistic risk assessment model development and analysis
tool. Operating under the Microsoft WINDOWS environment, an editor is available
to use in development of fault trees and to develop the data base. for those events
present in the fault trees. It also permits merging of fault trees. Following the input
of all data for a fault tree, the tree can be graphically displayed. The fault tree can
then be converted within the PRA workstation to a SETS format (see SETS section
below), ready to be used in a SETS user program. The SETS code can be run directly
from the workstation to quantify the fault tree and produce minimal cut sets. The cut
sets can be viewed by a full screen viewer. Although fault trees can be directly

• quantified on the workstation, event tree sequences are quantified external to the
workstation. SETS user programs have to be written for event tree sequence
quantification external to the work station program. These SETS user programs can

, then be run from the workstation to quantify and generate minimal cut sets for
sequences. In this sem,_ the PRA Workstation is loosely integrated unlike the CAFTA
workstation which can quantify trees and sequences essentially automatically due to
the integration of the event tree and fault tree modules.

RISK-MAN _- The RISK-MAN code, developed by Pickard, I.owe and Garrick, Inc., is a
microcomputer-ba_o-<<iintegrated PRA workstation package. It runs on a PC-AT or 386-
based computer.

SETS _'9 --- The SETS (Set Equation Trar_sformation System) c¢xie, developed by Sandia
National Laboratories, is a general program for the manipulation of Boolean equations
to find minimal cut or path sets. It finds cut SetS of ally length (the maximum length
can be specified by the user) for fault trees with AND, OR, NOT, or special gates

: (specified the corresponding Boolean equation).

SETS is not a user-friendly program; it requires input from a program designed by the
• user. The user's program must be set up in a manner that the fault tree is evaluated

efficiently, and it largely determines the evaluation algorithm. In general, two major
algorithms are used. The first substitutes the Boolean equation of each gate from the

• top to the lowest branches of the tree; the second identifies independent subtrees,
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replaces them by a module, and then peribrms a simple substitution of the Boolean
equation from top to bottom. By manipulation of the user's program, these two
algorithms can be applied first to intermediate gates and then to higher-order gates,
achieving a bottom-up solution of the tree.

SETS has an option of logical merging for fault trees. This is very useful when
systems in the event trees (i.e., front-line systems) must be merged with their support
systems. Steady-state probability calculations are performed by SETS and make it
possible to truncate the Boolean equation by probability or cut-set order. SETS can
handle up to 8000 events (gates and primary events); Lt is capable of handling very
large fault trees. Its main disadvantage is that an efficient fault_tree evaluation is
highly dependent on a well setup user's program, which requires extensive knowledge
and experience on the part of the u_r. An extensive routine for input.error checking
is available.

A fully.functional microcomputer version of SETS is available as SETS/386 _°which is
designed to take advantage oi' the increased speed and memory of the 80386
computers, although it can be run on a 286 machine.

6.2.2 Computer Codes for Quantitative Analysis

A variety of codes have been developed for the quantification of accident sequences. Most of
these codes are used to calculate point estimate probabilities, thus providing a single number
which can provide some measure of the relative safety of a given configuration of a system
from the probability given for the top event. The codes will generally also provide a list of
probabilities _associated with the do,ninant minimal cut sets or primary events that contribute
to _stem failure. Other quantitative results that are calculated by these codes are
sensitivities and importance measures for primary events, minimal cut sets, and modules of
the tree.

g

CAFTA+/ETA-II -- The CAFTA+ code described previously, when combined with ETA,
provides the capability to develop and modify large event trees. It can quantify and
display sequences for each support state using fault tree results from CAFTA.

.GO_'_' -- GO calculates the probabilities of ali operating and non-operating states for a
sTstem. It uses a set of standardized functio _naloperators to model physical primary
events with mathematical entities that are easily identified as primary events. The
modeling technique produces the GO chart, which corresponds closely to the physical
layout, diagram, or schematic.

In the modeling procedure, 16 GO operators are used. Some of them are similar to
fault-tree gates, but in addition to logic functions, time delays and switches can be
modeled as well as complementary events and mutually exclusive states. The
development of the GO c|mrt consists of selecting the functiozml operators and
connecting them with arrows to represent the flow of information. The GO code
performs the logical connections and generates the minimal cut sets.

Required input is the GO chart and probabilities associated with the po&sible
operational modes of each primary event, which is analogous to applying probabilities



for the primary events of a fault t.ree. The output consists of probabilities for several
output events in several operating states. In addition, cut sets of up to order 4 are
generated.

The GO code reduces storage requirements by eliminating low-probability paths at an
intermediate stage of the processing and at the same time keeps track of the total of
the discarded path. Because of the divelsity and detail of the GO operators and the
need to include ali system primary events, the modeling process is quite complex.
Furthermore, a change in probabilities often requires a complete rerun. However, the
GO chart can be. useful for design and system engineering.

IRRAS- The IRRAS code has quantification capabilities. After constructing the system fault
tree models, the analyst processes these models within the integrated fault tree
analysis package: This package includes the capability to read a fault tree and failure
rate data associated with the basic events. The program then generates the minimal
cut sets of the fault tree and quantifies the fault tree top event probability using the
minimal cut set upper bound. Importance measures for both cut sets and basic events
are calculated. The results are documented in various reports generated by the
program. The user may truncate cut sets by size and/or probability and specify the
gate where reduction is to begin. The user may perform some cut set level analysis
by using a cut.set editor to modify the cut sets, saving the new cut sets, and
recalculating the minimal cut set upper bound and the new importance measures.

The analyst defines accident sequences in terms of systems. IRRAS has the ability to
link fault trees according to the accident.sequence logic to create core damage sequence
cut sets. These accident.sequence cut _ts are then quantified to determine the

• accident.sequence frequency. Importance measures are also calculated. Error-
checking routines have been added to ensure that the input can be processed when it
is time to analyze the fault trees.

In IRRAS_ the graphical fault tree logic can be directly generated from alphanumeric
input. This allows the user to read mainframe code input files, such as those for
SETS, and generate the fault tree graphics. The logic models are then easily modified
for re-analysis. IRRAS includes fault.tree, event-tree and cut-set editors to improve
the analysis capabilities without requiring complete regeneration and reduction of the
fault trees. Basic event or initiating-event frequencies are easily changed. Cut sets
are easily modified with the cut-set editor to add recovery actions, or cut sets may be
deleted if desired. These changes can be saved in the data base. and quantified as
desired.

IRRAS is written for an IBM-PC or compatible computer with 640k of main memory,
a math coprocessor and a minimum of 7.5 Mb available on a hard disk.

PRA-WORKSTATION -- This code provides the capability to graphically develop event trees.
It provides the option oi' event tree sequence reduction as well as a mature RESULTS
module which allows general manipulation of the event tree sequence cut sets. The

. capability is present to do importance and uncertainty analyses using a limited latin
hypercube sampling engine. The system al_ has provision to assist the analyst in
doing cost/benefit analyses. The approach to handling of failure rate data allows

° Bayesian updates on individual component data or on gn'oups or cl_asses of components.
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For docume,_tation, complete descriptions of the origins of each data value can be kept
with that data value. Other data bases can be cloned and modified from the base case
data base without changing the base case. data. The development of data can be done
on a PC while the system quantification is done on a mainframe.

EVNTRE '-':_'_4-- This FORTRAN code was developed at Sandia National Laboratories for
probabilistic risk analysis of severe aa'.ident progressions for nuclear power plants.
EVNTRE is a generalized event tree processor. It is useful for a large class of'
applications since many safety and risk assessments involve analyzing the progre_ion
of events that Lead to a large number of conditions or scenarios. Such progressions can
depend upon both continuous and discontinuous processes. The outcomes of particular
events can affect subsequent events. Generally, the large uncertainties in the
outcomes of specific events can lead to many possible progressions for a given scenario.
The analysis's most important goals usually include the identification of important
factors. Examples of the factors are the details of the scenario definition and the
assumptions regarding individual processes which strongly influence the output of
interest and its associated uncertainty.

EVNTRE has the capability to process complex event trees that systematically follow
the progression of severe accidents. Although detailed computer programs exist to
simulate some aspects of the progression of severe accidents, few mechanistic cod_
have scope sufficient to describe the full spectrum of possible events. Thus,
performance of calculations for ali poa_ible variatior_s in scenario and accident
progre_sion is impossible. On the other hand, event trees can integrate the results of
detailed calculations and provide a generalized context for their interpretation.

A flexible facility in EVNTRE used for processing multiple sets of input allows Monte
Carlo sampling for generating an approximate mapping from input to output. By
using a post processor (such as PSTEVNT_4), the output can be sorted or reclassified
and summary tables can be generated. The mapping results and statistical analyses
of the branches fbrm the basis of the sensitivity analysis t_at identifies the questions,
branches, input parametem, or dependencies in the tree which contribute to the
outcomes of interest and the associated uncertainty.

The branch split fractions tbr the questions or events for a particular _enario
sometimes depend on the questions or events and system functions from both a current
step in the scenario and a previous scenario step. The event tree developer can
identify the possible cases for which the branch split fractions in a given question
should be different. Boolean expressions involving the branches taken at previous
questior_s in the tree can be developed to characterize each case. Branch split fractions
can be supplied for ali cases, and EVNTRE will use the particular split fraction
assigned to the first case whose Boolean expression is satisfied by the path through
the tree.

Many questions may be required to adequately describe the progression of the scenario
through all relevant time regimes. However, characterization of the individual paths
through the tree in terms of a small number of characteristic_ or attributes can be

much more useful. EVNTRE allows binning of the paths through the tree according
to user selected characteristics.
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EVNTRE efficiently stores the input information in a format that can be easily
•adjusted if required. EVNTRE uses the FORTP,_kN-77 PARAMETER statement to set
the dimensions of the various storage arrays in COMMON blocks. The user can adjust
the values in the parameter statements to accommodate the size of the event tree. The
utility code EV'NTSUB is designed to perform a global substitution of these, parametem
into EVNTRE.

EVNTRE has been successfully run on the following machines:

VAX machines with the VMS operat:ng system,
VAX machines with the UNIX _:,t:ng system,
MS-DOS machines using Lah_y FORTRAN,
PRIME computers with the PIC operating system,
and CRAY machines with the COS operating system.

6.2.3 Computer Codes for Time-Dependent Unavailabilities

FRANTIC _sm The FRANTIC (Formal Reliability Analys_s including Testing Inspection and
Checking) code computes the average and time-dependent unavailability of any general

, system model like a fault tree. It can be used to assess the effects on system
unavailability of test downtimes, repair times, test efficiency, test bypass capabilities,
test-caused failures, and different test staggering. The events handled by FRANTIC
are primary events involving periodically tested, nonrepairable, and monitored
components; human-error and dependent-failure contributions can also be modeled.

FRANTIC uses a system equation that represents the general system model much as
, a fault tree does. The system equation must be .formulated by the user before the

FRANTIC run. The primary events of the system equation are assigned an
exponential distribution to describe hardware failures. At different instants of time

.. the unavailability associated with each primary event is calculated. A Monte Carlo
version of FRANTIC can be used to input sampling distributions for primary-event
failure rates.

The input to FRANTIC consists of the system equation, primary-event failure rates,
and test and repair characteristics; other inputs include the time period for the
calculations as well as print and plot options. The output consists of system
unavailability at different instants of time and, if requested, Calcomp plots of the time-
dependent system unavailability.

A ._econd version of the code, FRANTIC II _8, has been developed to enhance the
capability to model the time-dependent unavailability of primary events and systems
over their total in-service lifetime. The effects of the initial burn-in period, the time
region of normal operation, and finally the wear out period can be modeled (the
bathtub curve model). For this FRANTIC uses the Weibull distribution, which has a

time-dependent failure rate. In addition, FRANTIC II allows the investigation of
discontinuous changes in the failure rate as a function of the number of tests
performed. This is essentially a demand-related, rather than a time-related, burn-in

. and wear out model. FRANTIC H also incorporates the effects of renewal on aging by
introducing "good as new" or "good as old" primary events.
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The FRANTIC and FRANTIC II codes are very simple to use. There is e_entially no
• limit on.the number of primary events in the system equation, but the construction of ,

a system equation for a large system containing a large number of primary events is
a nontrivial task. FRANTIC and FRANTIC II are w-ritten in Fortran IV tbr the IBM
360/'370.

6.2.4 Computer Codes for Analysis of Dependent Failures

There are a large number of specialized codes that have been developed to incorporate
consideration of specific types of dependent failures. Commonalities considered span the range
from common support systems, or common human interaction, to spatial common features that
could relevant in cases of severe wind, flood, fire, or earthquake. The approaches to
incorporating such considerations into the analysis are largely spelled out irl NUREG-4780 '7.

COMCAN _''9 -- The COMCAN code can be used to identify potential common-cause failures
in a system or combination of systems. It searches each cut set of system failures for
commonality among all the primary events in that cut set.

A minimal cut set will be identified as a common-cause candidate by one of two
criteria. The first criterion is met when ali the primary events in a minimal cut set
share a special condition that alone can result in the simultaneous failure of all the
primary events in the cut set. An example of a common special condition is a common
maintenance, crew servicing ali of the components implied by the primary events in a
minimal cut set. The second criterion is met if ali the primary events in a minimal cut
set are susceptible to the same secondary-failure cause and are located in the same
domain with rear, ect to that failure cause. An example is a minimal cut set with
primary events that will ali occur when the associated components get wet and no
waterbarrierexistsbetweenthem.

The input must include the secondary-failure susceptibilities and applicable spatial
conditions for primary events and domain maps for secondary-failure causes. The
output provides the analyst a listing of minimal cut sets that have potential for
dependent failures. The number of these common-cause candidates c.an be limited to
those that are probably most important. The method used does not provide partial
common-cause dependencies in systems under study.

COMPBRN "_°-- The COMPBRN code is a deterministic fire hazards computer program
designed to be used in a probabilistic analysis of fire growth in a particular room.
Possible output of COMPBRN includes the total heat release rate of the fire, the
temperature and thickne¢_ of the hot gas layer formed near the compartment ceiling,
the mass burning rate for individual fuel elements, the surface temperature of the
elements, and the thermal heat flux at u_r.specified locations.

COMPBRN follows a quasi-static approach to simulate the process of fire growth
during the pre-flashover period in an enclosure. Briefly, the compartment is modeled
using two zones (or control volume_), which means that the enclosure is divided into
two distinct, homogeneous, stably-stratified regions. The hot gases accumulating
under the ceiling due to fire plume entrainment and negative buoyancy are defined as
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the upper layer (the ceiling hot gas layer). The lower region is assumed to be
thermally inert and contains relatively quiescent cool air, which remains at ambient
conditions at ali times. The hot gas layer can play a significant part in the growth
rate of the fire. Heat fluxes from this gas layer preheat non-burning fuel elements,
reducing their time to damage. The burning rate of a fuel element is used to
determine the heat output rate of that element. This burning rate depends on the
physical properties of the fuel and on the compartment ventilation rate. Using
standard shape factor analysis and idealizing the flame as a cylinder, the heat
transferred to other fuel elements, the walls, and ceiling via radiation is computed.

Correlations are used to determine the convective heat transt_r in the buoyant plume
of hot gases above the flames. Provisions are also made to simply model the layer of
hot gases accumulating near the ceiling as a thermal source. The temperature profile
within each "fuel element" (including the compartment walls and ceiling) is computed
as a function of its thermal environment. An element is considered ignited (or
damaged) if its surface temperature exceeds the user-specified ignition (damage)
temperature. Time is incremented, and the process starts over, with newly ignited fuel
elements adding their contributions to the total rate of heat release.

The COMPBRN code is written in FORTRAN and usable on IBM, CDC, and Prime
computers.

IRRA_S -- The IRR.AS code is not constructed to iden'tify dependencies but can be used with
the methodology of NUREG.4780 to change the structure of fault trees to represe, nt the
potential for dependent failures and thereby incorporate this aspect of the analysis.

i

R_ISK-MA.N.-- The RISK-MAN code assists the analyst in restructuring fault trees to account
for potential dependent failures in redundant systems. It utilizes SETS as a part of
the code package and thereby has the capability of identifying components .sensitive
to various dependent failure possibilities as described below.

SETS ''_ -- The SETS code, described earlier, can also be used for dependent-failure analysis.
The analysis is conducted by inputting generic cause susceptibilities for each primary
event. A transformation of variables incorporates the dependent-failure susceptibilities
into the Boolean equation for the top or any intermediate gate of the fault tree, and
a few simple manipulatiorLu allow the user to display the cut sets that are dependent.
failure candidate.:. The use of SETS for dependent-failure analysis has an advantage
in that SETS can handle very large trees, which other dependent.failure codes are
unable to do.

6.2.5 _Computer Codes for Uncertainty. A_n_

Uncertainty analyses are important parts of PRA studies because of the statistical uncertainty
in the failure and event-frequency data. To model statistical uncertainti_, first, ihilure and

. initiating-event-frequency data distributions are selected. Then, based on the logical
relationship (e.g., cut sets) of these distributions, they are combined.
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The computer codes developed to deal with uncertainty analysis can be divided into two
c_tegories: codes that perform the analysis through Monte Carlo simulation and codes that
perlbrm the analysis by mathematically combining the distributions. Most of the uncertainty
programs can handle a variety of statistical distributions: normal, lognormal, uniform, and
empirical distributions being most commonly used.

CAFTA+/UNCERT -- The CAFTA+ code along with UNCERT will determine the uncertainty
of system failure probabilities or accident sequence frequencies based on input
uncertainties. UNCERT reads CAFTA's cut set and database files, performs Monte
Carlo random sampling, and displays the results graphically on the screen as the run
progresses. Among other things, the analyst can specify the number of samples and
type of graphics display. The analyst can request importance measures be evaluated
for selected basic events. The run can be stopped at any time, reports generated, basic
event parameters changed and the run restarted or continued. Available uncertainty
distributions include uniform, constant, normal, lognormal, and gamma distribution.

MOCARS '_ -- MOCARS is a FORTRAN Monte Carlo code for determining the means, the
standard deviation, and distribution for fault.tree models. The Monte Carlo simulation
used is performed by sampling primary.event values from their input distributions and
finding the system.failure probability corresponding to this "trial." MOCARS can u_
primary-event data with either a normai, lognormal, log-uniform, exponential, Cauchy,
Weibull, Pearson type Pc', or empirical distribution. Once selected, the same type of
distribution is used for ali primary events throughout the problem. After ali the_
trials, results are sorted and the accuracy is tested. Finally, median and 90rh
percentile confidence bounds are calculated by using the _rted results.

i

Input is a system.unavailability function specified either in FORTRAN statements or
in terms of cut sets. The output includes a listing of input data, the median value oi'
the point estimates, as well as the system-failure probability in various increments and
distribution confidence limits. The output distribution is presented in terms of
estimated empirical probability percentiles from which the estimated median and
upper and lower bounds can be easily read. MOCARS has the option of microfihn
plotting with the integrated graphics system and the ability to perform a Kolmogorov.
Smirnov goodness-of-fit test. This test shows whether the output distribution
resembles a normal, lognormal, or exponential function. The probability distribution
for the top event of the fault tree can be plotted as an optional output. MOCARS is
written in Fortran IV for the CDC-7600 computer.

PRA-WORKSTATION -- This package uses the Latin-hypercube sampling approach to
generate random vectors representing the events. These vectors are then input into
TEMAC (described below) to generate the uncertainty distribution for each accident
sequence. The importance can be calculated in any of a number of formats. These
include the partial derivative technique, risk reduction technique (modified Fussell.
Vesely.t, and the risk increase technique. The events can be ranked with respect to any
one of the techniques.

The partial derivative is determined by summing the frequencies or probabilities of all
cut sets containing the event in question, with the probability of the event in question
set to unity. Risk reduction is evaluated by subtracting from the total core damage
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frequency or system unavailability the sum of ali cut sets with the event in question
set to zero. This importance measure is identical to the Fussell-Ve'sely importance
mea_.ure, except that each result has not been divided by the original core damage
frequency or system unavailability. Risk increase is the sum of all core damage or
system unavailability cut ,sets with the probability of the event in question set to 1,
minus the original total core' damage frequency or system unavailability.

TEMAC _'_-- TEMAC,the Top Event Matrix Analysis Code, is a FORTRAN program developed
by Sandia National Laboratories to estimating risk and per{brm uncertainty and
sensitivity analyses with a Boolean expression such as produced by the SETS computer
program. SETS produces a mathematical representation of a fault tree used to model
system unavailability. In the TEMAC terminology, such a mathematical representa-
tion is referred to as the top event. Depending on the complexity of the system being
analyzed, the Booleazl expression (referred to as the top event) can be quite large,
involving thousands of terms (referred to as cut sets). In the assessment of system
unavailability, higher order terms are usually truncated from expressions since their
contribution to the total unavailability is negligible. Even after such truncation, the
expression can still be very large. Existing methods of risk analysis have not coped
well with top eventa having a large number of cut sets. Sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses a.ssociated with top events involve mathematical operations on the
corresponding Boolean expression for the top event. In addition, repeated Monte Carlo
evaluations of the top event are required. The usual polynomial form of the Boolean
expr_sion does not easily lend i'-tselfto performing such calculations.

A general matrix approach provides a convenient form for Boolean expressions.
Representing Boolean expressions in matrix form is computationally efficient.

" Furthermore, due to the way that a matrix can be programmed, large problems can
be analyzed.

- The TEMAC program is written in FORTRAN 77 and is written in a manner to make
the c_de as machine-independent (i.e. portable) as possible within the confines of the
ANSI standard for FORTRAN 77. In addition, great effort has been expended towards
making 'rEMAC as user friendly as possible.
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7 SELECTION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS TO USE

We have listed a number of methods for analysis in Chapter 5 which vary in complexity and in
resources required for the as_essment of risk associated with operation of a facility. The simplest
approaches will identify the principle hazards and are adequate for the analysis of relatively simple
processes and systems. The cost will be higher to conduct assessments of more complex facilities, to
provide more thorough analyses documented to support an audit associated with some form of
regulation, or in which models and data bases are established tor on-going applications. This chapter
addresses the selection of optimum methods to accomplish the established objectives.

7.1 Factors Affecting Selection of Methods To Use

7.1.1 Some Broad Generalities

Clearly, facility character has an impact on the process of methods selection, since the
importance of quantitative decision making increm_s as hazard level and facility size increase.

For those facilities in which the hazards are not too severe arid in which the systems to be
analyzed are not overly complex, a simple and straightforward analysis will be adequate. This
evaluation can use methods such as FMEA, Hazard Analysis, Reliability Block Diagram

Analysis, and Single Point Failure Analysis either singly or in combination to satisfy the given
needs.

For facilities requiring analysis of moderate complexity, the methods mentioned in the
preceding paragraph may be used in a pre.analysis phase of data gathering, facility
familiarization, arid scoping of the analysis. This moderately-complex evaluation can generally
be accomplished with methods such as: Event Tree Analysis, Fault Tree Analysis, GO
Analysis, Goal Tree Analysis, Master Plant Logic Diagram Analysis, and UNI_RAM Analysis.

For the most complex analyses, the methods of the previous paragraph are often complemented
by the use of linked Event-Tree/Fault-Trees. For all of these analyses, it is essential to
identify the man-machine interfaces which have a potential to affect the confinement of
hazards. Modeling and evaluation of the human reliability at these interfaces will be a
required part of ali analyses.

7.1.2 New Plant Desi_

The de-sign of a new facility offers a prime opportunity to use reliability assessment techniques
to rationalize and optimize the decision making process. The following discussion provides
some insight into how that can happen and indicates some of the important attributes for the
methods to be selected.

Conceptual Plant D_

Identification of hardware functional objectives and requirements and translation of these
requirements into a conceptual facility design are among the first issues of concern in new •
plant design. These requirements are then reassessed and modified until the fundamental
performance objectives are met. These performance objectives relate to either the facility
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equivalent availability, or the risks engendered by any process hazard. The desig_er (decision
maker) must have the ability to develop high.level reliability and availability rnodels easily
and qi.lickly, change their logic and re-solve them to answer fundamental questions about the
needed degree of system-success-path redundancy and diversity. The models should provide
direct estimates of facility performance which can be used with a basic cost model to perform
the initial trade-off analyses.

Reference Plant Design

The reference plant design represents elaboration of the preliminary design with details of the
expected hardware configurations, and the timt round of optimization performed to find the
best system and success-path configurations which meet the target facility availability or
reliability goals.

Since few of the participants in the design process will be reliability specialists, the production
models must have a character which makes them easily understood. The models must also
be capable of speedy change and re-solution as detail is added and new configurations are
examined. As the facility design matures, increased involvement by reliability specialists
means that there is less need for the method to provide direct estimates of performance
measures (equivalent availability or hazard release frequency); these predictions can be
synthesized from the results of individual inter- and intra-system studies. To minimize the
likelihood of a loss of hazard confinement, the design of a high hazard facility usually includes
multiple barriers, or a "defelme in depth" philosophy. This means that the modeling approach
used in the reliability assessment must be sufficiently detailed to allow full asse_ment of the
importance of intersystem dependencies, dependent faults and the effects of external
influences, yet still allow rapid re-solution of the resultant complicated network whenever
changes are proposed. The results of the analyses of both availability and reliability models

• should provide a ranked list of contributors which can serve as the basis for the next round
of optimization.

Final Plant Desig_

The final design models which are analyzed to confirm that the expected performance
characteristics for the fhcility meet the proposed goals will be extremely detailed, well
documented and form an integral part of the facility design basis. The confirmatory analysis
must fully document the qualitative and quantitative system and facility reliability and
availability characteristics. The documentation must be in a form which is understandable,
reviewable and retrievable, so that when the facility moves into its operational pha._e, the
models and analyses can be updated to reflect "as builC conditions and thus maintain the
facility design basis. The attributes required of these models include _rutability, high detail,
and qualitative and quantitative capability. Speed of solution may not be of paramount
importance unless the facility undergoes a significant number of changes which involve
dependencies or succ_s criteria.

7.1.3 Plant O_erations

In an operating facility, just as in the design phase, justification for proposed changes to
• administrative programs, processes or hardware is ba_:_don a prediction of their worth. This

implies that the requisite models must contain enough detail to allow the simulation of all
proposed facility or program changes and provide an output in a form which can be directly

, correlated with expected economic performance. Generally speed of solution is not important,
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other than as an economic concern --one can't pay an analyst $i000 to justify a $500
modification. Ideally the models will all be operating in a per_nal computer environment and
will have pre. and post-p_rs so that the models are transparent to the user, making
them directly usable by the decision maker. There are some additional relevant concerns in
the operating environment of a high-hazard or high-cost facility which are quite different than
those seen during design. These differences result from the need to undet_tand and monitor
the importance of functional success path availability during normal and emergency operation,
_tnd the need to recognize the need for corrective actions following the occurrence of a risk
significant precursor event. The following examples typify the applications for quantitative '
decision making in an operating facility.

Operational Decision Making

Potential applications for operational decision making support can be subdivided into two
general categorias or issues. Management of economic risks which result from failures in the
production cycle is the first issue, and failure in the systems and processes which result in a
loss of confinement of the hazard, with its attendant potential liabilities is the second.

A_vailabil!t_y or Equivalent Availability.

When a facility manager is proposing a change to the process hardware, the benefits often do
not result from increased availability, but rather from an increase in the success probability
for an intermediate production state. This memas that the benefit from the change can only
be assessed if multi.state models with variable success criteria can be solved to generate the
equivalent availability curve. The benefit is then calculated from t.he change in area under
the curve. The speed of solution is reasonably important, but quantitative estimates represent
the prime need. There is generally no need for qualitative _ments since the models are
typically ._,olved on an "ad hoc" basis for prescribed issues, and a process which can find
numerical _timates without recourse to qualitative techniques would appear preferable. The
model should be scrutable and have a form which is reasonably understandable to a non-
analyst user. If the facility is capable of only two states, working at full capability or
shutdown, then availability is the measure of performance. The issues for availability models ..
differ from those described above because variable success criteria are no longer an issue.

To allow a facility manager to assess the future impact of obsce.rved trends in hardware
performance, both the availability and equivalent availability model should be easily
modifiable, be amenable to both local and global data changes, and provide an output which
can be correlated directly to economic.

Risk Management

In the mmmgement of a facility which contains hazards of concern, the manager must
understand the absolute levels of' risk he ks accepting, how the risk changes as a result of
operational conditions and occurrenoes, and the relative magnitudes of each of the
contributors; then decision.._ made to enhance the facility can be both justified and implement.
ed in the most cost effective way. This leads to the need for the following types of decision
making support, which are typically more diverse than those encountered during the
optimization of the operational capability for the facility.

Engineering Support, in which: The worth of a proposed enhancement ts used to establish the
justification, the schedule or priority tbr its implementation, the _ment of the significance
and impact ofobserved hardware performance trends on facility risk, and the need for change.
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These items could include time-dependent failure rates which result from aging or wearout,
in addition to increasing numbers of human errors.

Operational Safety Program support which includes: The a.u._essrnent of the significance of
operating events (search for important precursors), the management of the operational plant
configuration (tagging), and the prioritization and justification of maintenance activities by
identifying risk important hardware.

Accident management support which includes: Accident management, in which the reliability
models can be updated in (nearly) real time during an event to reflect actual plant state, and

, solved to find vulnerabilities which reflect the greatest conditional risk and training program
support in which the identification of important sequences which should be included in the
facility training program, both from the perspective of the operator and the accident manager.

Regulatory Support to include: Justification for changes to technical specifications, by
providing estimates of the net benefits which result from changes in surveillance test intervals
and allowed outage times and provision of a rationale for licensing relief during interaction
with a regulator.

7.2 A Quantitative Selection Process

This handbook has, to this point, disc-assed the selection of analytical methods from a
qualitative point of view. In this section, we present an approach to quantitative provision of
a figure-of-merit for the various methods as they apply to a specific set of requirements arising
from the set of uses anticipated for a risk assessment of a specific facility.

" For the following we will use the wolxi "application" to indicate a specific use of the risk
assessment. The premise for the quantitative approach presented is that for a specific facility,
a correlation can be made between the desired set of attributes for each anticipated application
and the attributes for each modelling approach or "method'. The use of this quantitative
generation of a figure-of-merit tbr each method can help a facility manager to mee¢ all of his
decision making needs as easily and effectively as possible.

Characteristics of Sample Ca._

Clearly, facility character has an impact on the process of methods selection, since the
importance of quantitative decision making increases as hazard level and facilit_ size increase.
For the sample case presented along with the approach, we have made a presumption of the
presence of high-level process hazards and of high economic risks. The potential applications
for quantitative d_._:ision making will be evaluated within this constrained context.

7.2.1 Attributes of Selected App.lications

In Table 1, seven general application areas are listed across the top of the chart; these are the
seven applications di._..ussed in section 7.1. The table also lists 26 attributes down the left side
of the chart. These attributes have been selected to characterize analytical need_ in terms of:

• The ea_ of use of the method, the degree of needed analyst expertise, whether the
method is self-documenting and the ease. with which the results and approaches can
be used and understood by a non-specialist user.
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• Whether the approach.can quickly provide both quantitative and qualitative results
if complete m-solution is required to evaluate a hardware dependency or success
criteria change and if the method provides a rank order set of contributing faults, and
a description of important scenarios.

• Whether data can easily be changed on a global or local basis to allow assessment of
the worth of programmatic changes or changes in the performance of individual'
hardware elements.

• Whether a non-specialist can identify scope, fidelity or simplification, and understand
the limitation of the models when it is used (graphical representations or display
format).

Additional genelic factors which enter into the method selection process and have a
fimdamental impact are whether the approach should be inductive, deductive, success
or failure oriented and Whether the fundamental differences in the character of

operating and standby systems (success criteria and data) are sufficient to have a
major impact on operating facilities (production or "throughput").

The entries in Table 1 are pairs of numbers. The first is a ranking of the attributes
as they relate to the application heading the column of interest, ranging in value from
0 to 10. The second factor is a correlation factor, ranging from -3 for negative
correlation through the neutral value of 0 to +3 for highly correlated.

We will refer to the eI_try in the "lth" row and the "jth" column of the Applications
Matrix as A,j. Looking at some specific elements of the matrix we see that for
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preliminary design application (column I)the attribute of being able to use a per_nal
computer for the analysis (Pe Capable -- row 14) is ranked highly t9t [A,,._ - 9,31.
The second factor in the entry (+3) indicates a strong positive correlation. This fits
with the needs during the preliminary design pha_se to have quick turnaround on
analyses of fairly simple high-level views of the systems.

For contrast, consider the next lower element which relates to the attribute of needing
to use a mainframe computer for the analysis CMainframe -- row 15). This issue is
considered to be slightly less highly ranked (6) [A_._._= 6,-3]. The ,_,econdfactor in the
entry (-3) indicates a strong negative correlation. This fits with our understanding
that when one needs quick turnaround, requiring the use. of a mainframe computer to
do the analysis could be, a hindrance.

7.2.2 Attributes of Selected Methods

In Table 2, seven specific analytical methods are listed as titles of columns across the top of
the chart. These are a selected set of those methods discussed in Chapter 5. The same 26
attributes used in Table 1 are listed down the left side of this chart. The entries in this table

are correlation factors that indicate how well each attribute correlates with the particular
method.

We will refer to the entry in the "lth" row and the "jth" column of the Methods Matrix as M_.
Looking at the lower left portion of the table, the fault tree (column 1) is seen to be a poor
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representation for the non-analyst (row 25) [1VL_._,t = -3], This can be contrasted with event
trees (column 2) which are easily understood by the non-specialist (row 25) [M,:._,,.,=3].

7.2.3 Fi_lre-of-Merit Calculations

Our objective in this section is to provide a specific process leading to a resulting figure-of-
merit fbr each of a number of methods; these methods being evaluated in the context of a
specific facility coupled with requirements tor use in _rtain applications. We will choose here
to evaluate each method for each application. The figure-of-merit for method 'k' in terms of
its use for application 'j' is given by the following:

n

F,,re-o/-Mer t --FMjj,-- E [ * I

In this computation, the product of the two numbers stored in location A_ is used as the value

of A_. For our sample case being displayed, the summation goes over all 26 attributes•

Consider evaluating the Event Tree method (k - 2) for use in Regulatory Support applications
(j = 7). The calculation of the figure-of-merit then proceeds as follows:

26

FMT,2 -- _f.,[ A_3 * M_ ]

= (0,0),3 * (l ,3)*(-3) * (I ,0) , 3

+ ...+ (7 , 3) , 3

-- 885

Table 3 displays a summary of this computation of figures-of-merit. For each application, the
method with the higher figure-of-merit was identified and the corresponding location in the
table is shown with a black stripe. Those methods that had figures-of-merit only slightly
smaller are shown with a patterned grey stripe. This _mple display of the process was for
an _assu'mption of a high.hazard, high-economic.risk facility. The evaluation was done by
interrogating a single analyst on his evaluations of importance of the various attributes for the
applications considered.
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8 APPENDIX A

DETAILED OUTLINE OF A
PROI_,BILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT

This Appendix is composed of a topical outline structured approach to defining the complete content
of a risk assessment analysis. The outline topics are generally such that they could be viewed as
separate tasks in a breakdown of the overall project. Each topic in the outline is then addressed in
turn in a rigorous way to define:

A. What is the process under consideration?
B. What is the scope of the process?
C. What are the outputs that will be generated by this activity?
D. Who are the customers for this output?
E. What are the requirements for the output produced?
F. What are the inputs needed for this activity?
G, Who are the suppliers of the needed input?
H. What are the requirements upon the needed input?

This material provides a great amount of detail to guide a PRA Team in preparing for and in
conducting a Probabilistic Risk Assessment,

8,1 PrQiect Management

A. Process
4

1. Administer the Level 1 and 2 PRA.

B, Scope

1, To administer the project to meet the customer's requirements and to keep the project
within budget and on schedule.

C. What is the output?

1. Tasks for the PRA Team members.
2. Level 1 arid Level 2 PRA.

D. Who are the customers?

1, Customer.
2. PRA Team,
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E. What arc tile output requirements?

I. Meet customer requirements for Level 1 and Level 2 PRA.
2. Maintain the project within budget and on schedule.
3. Assign tasks to the most appropriate team members and also to help further develop

team members capabilities.
4. Monitor tasks assigned to keep them on schedule.
5: Monitor tasks for time spent for budget.
6. Liaison between team members and Customer.

7. Keep customer informed of progress.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Negotiated budget and schedule.
2. Negotiated requirements.

G. Who are the suppliers

1_ PRA Team (F.1,2).
2. Customer (F.1,2).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. QPP Plan.
2. Process flow sheets or equivalent.
3. Sufficient personnel to complete project within budget and on .schedule.

- 4. Project management software.
5. Sufficient calendar time to complete the project on the negotiated end date.

7!
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8,2 Level 1 PP_A

8.2.1 Methodolo_ Definition and Familiarization

A. Process

1. Use available resources to define the feasible analytical options which will meet the
product requirements and the requirements of the applications proposed for the
cx_mpleted product.

2, Assess the expected expenditure of resources for each option and select the most cost
effective.

3. Document the selection (briefly) and develop a description of the methodology to be
implemented.

4. Implement training for the staff in the application of the selected methodology.

B. Scope

1. Use results (if any) from existing Reliability, PRA, and FMEA efforts.
2. Requirements as documented from the Customer.
3. Delineation from the Customer of the proposed applications of the completed product,
4. Methodology training must be sufficient to allow each PRA Team member to perform

any part of the technical tasks.

C. What is the Output?

1. Technically competent analysts in the chosen methodology.
2. Informed customem on the chosen methodology.
3. Presentation (1 hour) to the Customer's staff on the proposed approach.
4, Methodology description (documented, to be included in the Final Report).

D. Who is the customer?

1. PRA Team (C. 1)
2. Customer(C.2,3,4)

E. Output Requirements?

1. PRA Team members comfortable, in using the chosen methodology.
2. Expertise on call to assist in methodology problem resolut, ion.
3. Customer's staff agrees with the methodology.
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F. What are the Inputs?

I. Documentationofmethodology.
2. Propersoftware.
3. Hardware capable of running IRRAS and/or any other PRA calculation code.
4. Inventory of available techniques for the analysis.
5. Inventory of related products developed to date for Customer.
6. Inventory of available technical resources (i.e. tools, computer codes,

analyst availability, and expertise).
7. Performance criteria for the completed product (i.e. speed of resolution and depth of

model detail [application dependent]).
8. Modelling philosophy (i.e. functionally based, failure oriented, and inductive/deductive.
9. Trainer for the selected methodology.

G. Who are the suppliers?

1. Experts on the selected methodology-(instructors)(F 1,9)
2. Customer (F.4,5,6,7).
3. PRA Team (F.2,3,4,6,8)

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Dedicated trainer for the training period (F.9).
2. Documentation to be clear and understandable (F. 1).
3. Training held at most economical location (F.9).
4. Inventories be available for decisions to be made on methodologies (F.4,5,6).
5. Software be documented and supported (F.2).
6. Performance criteria available at the beginning of the project (F.7).
7. Modelling philosophy be defensible (F.8).
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8,'2.2 Plant Familiarization

A. Process

1. Familiarize ali PRA Team members with the Customer facility, process, and
documentation.

B. Scope

1. Ali systems, locations, and activities expected to play a roll in the initiation, arrest, oi'
propagation of an upset condition in the facility.

C. What is the Output?

1. Each analyst will have performed a detailed inspection of the facility in the areas
expected to be of interest and importance to the analysis and will become familiar with
the following:.

a. Operating philosophy and administrative controls.
b. Discrete operational modes for the facility.
c. The overall process functional characteristics.
d. The functional and spatial relationships between hardware.
e. The general maintenance philosophy for the facility.
f. The locations forali available sources of information which d_cribe the facility

design and its bases.
g. The locations of all sources of' information which describe any operational

history or experience for the facility.
h. The names of people who will provide access to ali the needed information to

be used in the analysis.

D. Who is the Customer?

1. PRA Team.

E. What are the Output Requirements?

1. Ali analysts are able to fully understand the role which ali Customer hardware and
human actions play during each expected operating mode.

F. What are the Inputs?

1. Escort.,
2. PRA Team members.

3. Unescorted access capabilities.

G. Who are the suppliers?

1. Customer pel_onnel (F.1,3).
2. PRA Team (F.2).

P
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H. What are the input requirements?

1. Escorts knowledgeable ofthe facility layout and the process and maintenance activities
_G. 1).

2. Access to the Customer's facility (G.1).
3. Contact sec_._rity at EG&G to make any security arran_rnents that have to be made

to be able to access the Customer facility (G.2).
4. Access to the facility, its operating and maintenance staff, and procedures. Efficiency.

would dictate that presentations by the Customer staff be used to brief all analysts at
one time (G.1).

5. Access to Customer design basis documentation -- drawings, technical manuals,
administrative controls, etc. (G. 1).

6. Identification of the Customer staff members with whom analysts can interface
directly (a single ,,mint contact may be designated by Custo,ner_ (G.1),

7. Access to facility operating and maintenance history (G.1).
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8.2.3 Setting4 the Basis for the Analysis.

A. Process,

1. Determine the ground rules for the analysis, the scope of the analysis and the
configuration to be analyzed.

B. Scope

1. Faults and conditions to be included/excluded from the analysis.
2, Operating modes of concern.
3. Hardware configuration on the design "freeze date".
4. Approach to be taken (assumptions) when information is not available to the analyst,

i.e., operating and maintenance procedural inadequacies, hardware technical manuals
not available, testing or surveillance programs not defined.

5. Definition of events of concern (the undesired consequences which the Customer wants
to avoid).

6, Conditions which initiate the sequence which leads to events of concern (internal,
external events).

7. Events leading to personnel injuries or other undesired consequences (industrial
hazards, maintenance activities, etc.),

C. What is the Output?

1. An agreement upen schedule, task breakdown and scope which can be accomplished
in minimal time and with little or no need for negotiation (except for out of scope
activities) during the analysis.

D. Who are the customers?

1. The PRA Team.
2. The Customer.

E. What are the Output Requirements?

1. C,ustomer and supplier agree, upon outputs.

F. What are the Inputs?

1. Analytical ground rules and analytical scope.
2. Definition of the expected applicatior_s for the analysis,
3. Ali requisite facility information including defined and scoped design

on the "freeze day".
4. Actions to be taken by analysts to complete analysis when information is not available

(assumptions).
5. How changes to the frozen design will be handled (out-of-scope negotiation on budget,

and schedule).

6. Requirements for future updates of the analysis.
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G. Who are tile suppliers?

1. Customer (F. 1,2,3,4,5,6),
2. PKA Team (F.1,4,5,6).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Analytical ground rules developed jointly with the Customer (F. 1).
2. Definitions set by the Customer since they will affect the format and content of the

delivered product (F.2).
3. Facility information including defined and scoped design on the "freeze day" provided

by the Customer (F.3).
4. The Customer and the PRA Team agree on the actions to be taken (F.4).
5. The Customer and the PRA Team agreement (F.5).
6. Developed by the Customer and the PRA Team,
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8.2.4 Initiating _.Qperational_ Event Stud.._

A. Process

1, Determine events which cause departure from normal operation (ali pha_s).

B. Scope

1. Events which could lead to the undesired consequence(s).
2. Internal events (for example fire, and flood) which could lead to the undesired

consequence(s),
3. Alimodes ofoperationforinducedsequences,
4. Allmodesoffacilityoperationand attendantactivitiesforexaminationofnon-process

inducedconsequences(industrialhazards,etc.).

C.What is the output?

1. List of ali initiating events which lead to the undesired consequence(s) that are
_rutable and well justified.

2. Initiating event frequencies.
3. Report identifying each initiating event which is germane to the asse_ment of the

undesired consequence(s) from the Customer process, or initiates any sequence of
events which lead to a facility damage state or consequence of concern.

4. A grouping of the initiating events into categories which represent a commonality in
facility response.

D. Who are the customers?
.

1. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. RJeport in EDF format.
2. Output files on disk.
3. Functional description of the facility and identification of the requiT._d functiom_ to

sustain each mode of facility operation. The events which threaten these flmctions will
be the "initiators'.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Plant operational data ,-- satisfactory operating data and :_normal event data.
2. Faci!ity familiarization.
3. Data base manage, r.
4. Pr_ experts.
5. Wordperfect EDF form,.
6. NUREG 3862.

7. Facili_:y opera:don/abnormal event data from similar facilities.
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G. Who ttre the suppliers

1. Customer personnel (F, 1,2,41.
'2. PRA Team (F.3,5,6_7).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Access to process experts (F.4).
2. Timely Provision of data (F. 1).
3. Relational data base (F.3).
4. Wordperfect 5.1 (F.5).
5. Access to NUREG 3862 (F.6).
6. Have access to similar facility information and data (F,7).
7. Completed to the point of defining initiatir, j events IF,2).
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8.2.5 [nitiatmt_ (_Nc_n-opefational) Event Study.

A. Process

1. Evaluate the non-operational initiating events.

B. Scope

1. Events which could lead to the undesired consequence(s) which occur when the facility
is non-operational.

2. Internal events (for example fire and flood) which could lead to the undesired
consequence(s) when the facility is not operating.

3. ALlmodes of facility maintenance activities and test activities when the facility is not
operating that lead to tile undesired consequence(s).

C. What is the output?

1. List of all initiating events when the facility is not operating which lead to the
undesired con_uence(s)that is scrutable and well justified.

2. Initiating event frequencies.
3. Report identifying each initiating event which is germane to the _asse_ment of the

undesired conseq_ence(s) from the Customer activities when the facility is not
operating, or initiates any sequence of events which Lead to a facility da,nage state or
con,%_quenceof concern.

4. A grouping of the initiating events into categories which represent a commonality in
facility response for events when the facility is not operating.

D. Who are the customers?

1. The Customer.
2. The PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. R_eport in EDF format.
2. Output files on disk.
3. Functional description of the non-operational initiating events.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Any Customer studies or data for non-operational events.
2. Facility familiarization for the non-operat.ional mode.
3. Data ba,_ manager.
4. Non-operational activities experts.
5. Word Perfect EDF form.
6. NUREG 3862.

7. Facility ,_on-operational/abnormal event data from similar facilities.
8. Human Error event analysts.
9. Non-operational maintenance procedures.
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G. Who are the suppliers

1. Customer personnel (F.1,4,6,9).
2. PRA Team _F.2,3,5,6,7).
3. Human Reliability Group (F.8).

tj. What are the input requirements?

I. Access to non-operational activities experts (F.4).
2. Timely provision of non-operational studies, data, or procedures ms to allow enough

time to complete the analysis and to incorporate into the Level 1 analysis and report
(F.1,9).

3. Relational data base (F.3).
4. Word Perfect 5.1 (F.5).

5. Events defined adequately for the Human Reliability Group to analyze (F.8).
6. Familiarization complete to the point of being used for this analysis (F.2).
7. Access to NUREG 3862 (F.6).
8. Access to similar facility non-operational events (F.7).



8,2.6 Event ':FreeDevelopment

A. Process

1. Event tree development through a process of fiJnctional block diagrams, followed by
a success tree for not having the consequence take piace, and finally, production oi' the
event trees from the succe.._ trees.

B. Scope

1, Event trees are developed to the level dictated by the methodology chosen for ali modes
of operation for internal initiators.

C. What is the output?

1. Event tree flies.
2. Binned event tree state definition_:_.

3. Description of the set of event trees which define the facility response, to each of the
identified initiator categories, and the resultant damage, state for each of the
sequences.

D. Who are the customers?

1. The Customer,
2. The PRA Team.

E, What are the output requirements?

1. Event trees developed to the level for the methodology chosen.
2. Event tree states binned actmrding to the commonality of failure.
3. Identification of ali hardware and human systems which provide success paths which

achieve individual functions.

4. Development of a systemic event tree which includes only hardware or human actions.
5. A nomenclature _heme which provides consistent unambiguous definition of, ents

which is consistent with (or the same as) any existing facility or analytical systems.
Customer staff should be able to interpret the scheme with little difficulty.

6. A nomenclature system which includes "locators" so that the physical location of
systems and components can be identified from their descriptor..

F. What a_-e the inputs?

1. Outputs from the plant familiarization.
2. Outputs from the methodologo, familiarization.
3. Outputs from the initiating event study.
4. IRRAS or other applicable event tree code- Event tree drawings.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PR,A Tem'n.

2. Special Applications Unit for IRRAS or other applicable source for other _ff.ware
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H. What are the input rc_luirements?

1 ' Sections complete to the point of being uz_able for event tree development F. i,,.,,')b_,.
_}*. Bug-free version with documentation {F.4_.

,. }<3. Design freeze on facility drawings and d_umentation IF.1,2,:3_.

/4. Understanding of the functional response of the facility to an abnormal condition
triggered by an event which threatens a needed facility function (F. 1,2,a,4).



8.2.7 Fault Tree Developmelat

A. Process

i. Develop fault trees using NUREG 0,192 as a guide.

B. Scope

1. Develop trees required by the initiating event study and event tree study,
2. Ali systems (hardware and human) which are shown to be relevant as initiation sit_

of events which influence the likelihood of achieving any undesired facility damage.

C. What is the output?

1. Fault tree files.
2. The set of fault trees which describe the relationships between hardware and human

faults and events which are either initiating events or events described on the event
trees.

3. A set of computer models which are capable of solution to provide both qualitative (cut.
sets) and quantitative insights (probabilities and importance, when failure probabili-
ties are known).

D. Who are the customers?

1. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. Full description of the hardware systems and their inter-relationships (dependencies)
(functional diagrams). "

2. Identification of dependencies and relevant hardware faults and documentation of
exclusions (i.e. interfacing system FMEA).

3. Fault tree code with graphic,_l int, trace.
4. Fault trees developed to the level to quantify the top events of trees.
5. Fully documented and reviewable product.
6. Model of sufficient detail to meet future applications and be solved in the required

time (performance criteria).
7. Model compatible with the event tree solution process.

F. What are, the inputs?

1.. Outputs from the plant familiarization.
2. Outputs from the methodology familiarization.
3. Outputs from the initiating event study.
4. Outputs from the event tree analysis
5. IRRAS or other applicable fault tree code,
6. Facility drawings,
7. Customer process expert,
8. Basic event naming scheme.
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G. Who are the suppliers

1. PRA Team (F.1,2,3,4,).
2. Special Applications Unit for IR_,S and the applicable source if another code is used

,_ p.,_I_.a).

3. Custorner (F.6,7).

H. What are the input requirements?

• 67 ,1 Outputs complete to the point of being useable for fault tree development iF. 1,,,3,4)
2. Bug-free versio_ with documentation (F.5).
3. Drawings legible and on paper (F.6).
4. Expert who is knowledgeable of the Customer facility and the process.
5. NUREG-4550 Naming Scheme Adaptation.
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8.2.8 Internal Events Study of Events External To The Prcx:ess

A, Process

1. Perform a scoping study to identify ali internal events external to the process that may
initiate an unwanted occurrence in the process and compromise safety systems tthese
events usually include internal flo_s and fires).

2, From the list generated in the scoping study, pick the events that cause the greatest
effect and have the highest probability of occurrence as determined by the project
imposed cutoff limit,

3. Analyze the resulting events in greater detail to determine their means of mitigation
and the way they affect process equipment and the process itself.

B. Scope

1. Examine events for ali facility areas in which process hazards exist, or in which there
is support equipment which plays a roll irl the facility response to an initiating event
or creates an initiating event.

2. Screen out events external to the process whose plant damage frequency is less than
0.1% of the internal event frequency.

C. What is the output?

1. A documented and scrutable report detailing the description of the analytical proce_,
the results of the analysis and an interpretation of the results.

2. A set of documented models which can be used in the fiimre to support the decision
making process at the Customer facility.

3. A solvable model which provides a realistic assessment of the effects of the selected "
internal non-process events, which is understandable and useable by the Customer
staff.

D. Who are the customers?

1. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. Report in EDF format.
2. Data files produced are on disk.
3. A full des_:ription of the expected objectives for the analysis.
4. A full des_:ription of the analytical groundrules and basic assumptions and methodolo-

gy description.
5. Plant dec_:ription, specifically to the functional characteristics of the facility which are

important to the analysis, and the systems which achieve the requisite function:s
(Master Logic Diagram, Functional Diagrams and System Descriptions).

6. A full de,,_ription of tt,e scoping rationale and excluded facility hardware.
7. A full description of the initiating event analysis and identification.
8. A fhll d_ription of event trees which provide the description of the plant functional

response to each l_oup oi' initiators.
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9. A full description of the fault trees which correspond to the flmctional dia&n'ams and
FMEA Dependency analysis. •

10. A full de_ript, ion of the data base u,_d to develop the failure probabilities for each
event, and the process u.,se.d.

l I. A full description of the solution process, including parameters usc_l for truncation, etc.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Facility walkdown.
2. Customer's facility drawings.
3. Basic event naming scheme.
4. IRRAS or other appropriate PRA codes.
5. Customer proce_ expert.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PRA Team (F.1,3).
2. Special Applications Unit for IRRAS or the applicable organization for other codes

(F.4).
3. Customer (F.2,5).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Walkdown complete to the point of being useable for Internal non-process event
analysis (F. 1).

2. Bug-free version with documentation (F.4).
3. Drawings legible mid on paper (F.2).
4. Expert knowledgeable of the Customer facility and the process (F,5).

" 5. Identification of all equipment which is involved in the initiation of events or their
mitigation (F.1).

6. Identification of the location of each piece of equipment (F. 1).
" 7. Identification of the expected origins for the non-process events, their anticipated or

possible propagation paths and their associated probabilities (F. 1).
8. Identification of dependencies between hardware which has the same location and will

be subjected to simultaneous effects of the non-process events, and assessment of their
common-failure probabilities (F. 1,2).

9, Models which explicitly relate dependent components (F.1,2).
10. Tools and techniques which allow the solution of the models (F.4).
11. Knowledge of the capabilities and the role of the human in the course oi' the fire and

flood events (F.5).

12. NUREG-4550 -- Naming Scheme Adaptation (F.3).



8.2.9 External Events Study
m

A. Process

1. Perform a scoping study to identify ali external events that may initiate an unwanted
occurrence in the process and compromise safety systems (these events usually include
external floods, external fires, seismic events, high winds, tornadoes, plane accidents,
vehicle accidents, lightning strikes, etc.).

2. From the list generated in the scoping study pick the events that cause the greatest
effect and have the highest probability of occurrence as determined by the project-
imposed cutoff limit.

3. Analyze the resulting events in greater detail to determine their means of mitigation
and the way they affect process equipment and the process itself.

B. Scope

1. Examine events for all facility areas in which process hazards exist, or in which there
is support equipment which plays a roll in the facility response to an initiating event
or creates an initiating event.

2. Screen out external events whose plant damage frequency is less than 0.1_. of the
internal event frequency.

C. What is the output?

1. A documented and scrutable report detailivg the description of the analytical process,
the results of the analysis and an interpretation of the results.

2. A set of documented models which can be used in the future to support the decision
making process at Customer.

3. A solvable model which provides a realistic assessment of the effects of the selected
internal non:process events, which is understandable and tuneable by the Customer
staff.

o

D. Who are the customers?

1. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. Report in EDF format,
2. Data files produced are on disk,
3. A full description of the expected objectives for the analysis.
4. A full description of the analytical groundrules and basic assumptions and methodolo.

gy description.
5. Plant description, specifically to the functional characteristics of the facility which are

important to the analysis, and the systems which achieve the requisite functions
(Master Logic Diagram, Functional Diagrams and System Descriptions).

6. A full description of the scoping rationale and excluded facility hardware.
7. A full description of the initiating event analysis and identification.
8. A full description of event trees which provide the description of the plant functional

response to each group of initiators.
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9. A thll de_:ription of the fault trees which correspond to the functional diagrams and
FMEA dependency analysis.

t0. A full description of the data base u_d to develop the failure probabilities tbr each
event, and the process u_,ed.

11. A full dt_cription of the solution process, including parameters used for truncation, etc.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Facility walkdown.
2. Customer's facility drawings.
3. Basic event naming scheme.
4. IRRAS or other appropriate PRA codes.
5. Customer process expert.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PttA Team (F.1,3).
2. Special Applications Unit for IRRAS or the applicable organization for other codes

(F.4).
3. Customer tF.2,5).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Walkdown complete to the point of being useable for external event analysis (F, 1).
2 Bug-free version with documentation (F.4).
3. Drawings legible and on paper (F.2).
4. Expert knowledgeable of the Customer facility and the process (F.5).

. 5. Identification of ali equipment which is involved in the initiation of events or their
mitigation (F.1).

6. Identification of the location of each piece of equ!pment (F. 1).
. 7. Identification of the expected origins for the external events, their anticipated or

possible propagation paths and their associated probabilities (F. 1).
8. Identification of dependencies between hardware which has the same location and will

be subjected to simultaneous effects of the non-process events, and .assessment of their
common failure probabilities (F.1,2).

9. Models which explicitly relate dependent components (F.1,2).
10. Tools and techniques which allow the solution of the models (F.4).
11. Knowledge of the capabilities and the role of the human in the course of the fire and

flood events (F.5).
12. NUREG.4550 - Naming Scheme Adaptation (F.3).
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8.2,10 Data Stud L
o

A, Process

1. Supply hardware and human-error failure rates for basic events in the event trees
and fault trees.

B. Scope

1. Ali event which are included in the event tree and fault tree models.

C. What is the output?

1. Data frequency flies.
2. A set of failure probabilities which reflect best estimates of hardware and human

performance and which have known uncertainty bands.
3. A report detailing a set of fully-documented and scrutable quantitative estimates

which will allow the quantitative solution of the fault trees and event trees and
provide the frequency of occurrence for each of the initiating event categories.

D. Who are the customers?

1. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requil_ments?

1. Report in EDF format.
2. Data files suitable to the methodology used.
3. Data sources documented,

F. What are the inputs?

1. Plant operational Data -- satisfactory operating data, and abnormal event data.
2. Data base manager.
3. Industry PRA failure rate data as applicable (ex. Seabrook PRA).
4. NPRDS Data Base,

5. Military Handbook 217.
6. Commercial Data Bases as applicable.
7. Wordperfect EDF form.
8. Human-error events from fault trees and event trees.
9. Basic events from event trees and fault trees.

10. Basic event naming scheme.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PRA Team (F.2,7,9),
2. Customer (F.1).
3. Technical Libra .ry (F.3,4,5,6).
4. EG&G Human Factors Group (F.8).
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' H. What are the input v_uirements?

1. Timely provision 0f data (F. 1).
2. RelationaJ Data Base (F,2).

3. Wordperfect 5,1 (F,7).
4, Adequate procedure definitions to allow human error analysis (F.8),
5. NUREG.4550 Naming Scheme Adaptation (F.10).
6. Adequate information to quantify basic events (F.9).
7, Data bases current. (F.3,4,5,6).



8:2.11 ._mmification

A. Process

1. To quantify all fault trees using IRRAS or another appropriate fault tree reduction
code, and ali event trees using the appropriate methodology.

B. Scope

1. To determine the plant damage frequencies for the internal operational event
_,z_<tuenceswhich will lead to the desired consequence(sl to the Customer's process .
Also, to determine the frequency of the desired consequence(s) ms a result of internal
non-operationm event sequences. Finally, to int.egrate the results of the internal and
external Non-process event studies with those from the internal process events.

C. What is the output?

1. Plant damage frequencies in files.

D, Who ;xre the c_istomers?

1, Customer.
2, PRA Team.

E, What are the output requirements?

1. Data files on disk.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Output from the initiating event study,
2. Output from event tre_ development.
3, Output from the fault tree development,
4. Output from the data study,
5. Output from the internal non-pr_--ess event study,
6, Output from the external event study.
7. IRRAS or other appropriate fault tree reduction code tbr fault tree quantification.
8. Appropriate methodolotD' for event tree quantification,

G, Who are the suppliers

I. PIL_ Team (F. 1,2,3,4,5,6,8).
2. Customer (F.8).

3. Spex'.ial Applic,.ations Unit or appropriate organization (F.71_.
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' H. What axe the input requirements?

1. Outputs are c'omplete to the point of being u_,ed for quantification iF. 1,'._),,3,4,5,{_I.
2. Bug-l'ree vemion with dcx2umentation {F.7,_.

3. Method capable of reducing event trees and supplying sequence frequencies IF.8 _.
4. Support available to correct, any bugs uncovered (F.7,8).

5. Software able to run en project .computers (F.7,8).
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8.'2, ].:2 Report Develo_nej_

A. Prcx:ess

I. Compile the results of the initiating event study, internal non-process event study,
external event study, event tree study, fault tree study, data study and quantification
results into a report.

B. Scope

l. In addition to describing methodologies, results, problems, sources of information, and
systems, the report will also tW to detail strengths and weaknesses of'the Customer's
facility and operations.

C. What is the output?

1. Report on L,evel-1 PRak.

D. Who are the customers?

1. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. Report is in EDF format detailing highlights and c_nclusions of the Level. ; effort.
2. Report is well documented and contait_s ali applicable references.

F. What are the inputs?

I. Initiating eventreports.
2. Internal non-pr_ess event report..
3. External event report.
4. Results from the event tree. development.
5. Results from the fault tree development.
6. Data study rela)r.¢
7. Quantification results and conclusions.
8. EDF format.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PRA Team (F. 1,2,8,4,5,6,7,8).

H. What are the input requirements'?

1. Level- 1 work is complete _F.1,2,3,4,5,6,7_.
2. Wordperfect 5.1.
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8.3 Level-'.) PRA

_.'3.1 Wn},kdown ibr Confinenmnt :\nalvsis

A. Process

1. Examination of ali Custon'ler facility rooms and areas where hazardous source terms
could originate or propagate in a manner that affects Customer's personnel or
offsite/onsite personnel.

B. _ope

1. Examine ali areas to compile a list. of ingress and egr,_s paths as well as physical
dimensions, ventilation conduits, and leakage arenas around paths of ingre_ and
egress.

C. What is the output?

1. P RA Team members sufficiently famil.iar with the Customer's physical configuration
to aid in the performance of the confinement ,analysis.

D. Who are the customers?

i. PRA Team,

• B. What, are the output requirements?

1. PRA Team members capable of aiding in the perforn'mnce of the confinement analysis,

F. What are the inputs?

1. Customer PI:La.Level.l, results.
2,, Customer escort.
3. PRA Team members,

4. Une._cortexi acce._ crapabilities at Customer,

G, Who ate the suppliers

!. PRA '.Peam (F. 1,3).
2. Customer (F.2,4i.

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Customer Le.vel.1 PRA complete to the point, necessary for the walkdown _F. 1_.
2. Knowledgeable escort !Pr_es,s and Plant_ lF.2,.
3. Appropriate security and badge paraphernalia for the Customer's fhcility iF.4l.
4. Contact EG&G security, if necessary, to have PRA Team personnel able to access the

Customer's facility (F.3}.
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8.3.2 Confinement Ar,alw:_is

L

A. Process

1. Determine the integrity of the specified rooms detailing areas of ngre,_ and egn'es_
and areas where there is communication from one compartment to another using
information from the walkdown and other applicable references.

B. Scope

1. Perform the process for ali rooms where a _urce term could originate or propagate.

C. What is the output?

I. A report detailing the findings of confinement analysis.
2. Detailed enumeration of the compartment penetrations and dimensions.

D. Who are the customers?

1. PRA Team.
2. Customer.

E, What are the output requirements?
L

1. Report in EDF format.
2. Comprehensive evaluation oi' compartment.s so that the results can be us¢_ in the

confinement quantification,

F. What are the inputs?

1. Confinement walkdown.

2. Detailed fhcility drawings.
3. External events confinement analysis.
4, Wordperfect 5.1.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. P.RA Team (F. 1,3,4).
2. Customer (F2).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Walkdown completed to the stage necessary for the confinement analysis lP. 1_.
2. Drawings legible and on paper (F.2).
3, Customer external events confinement analysis available IF.3).
4. Wordperfect available rF,4).
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8.3.3 Confinen_ent Event. Tree Analysis

A. Process

i. Event tree development through a proce_ of functiorlal block diagrams, followed by
a success tree representing the conditions necessary for the facilit,y being normally
isolated,and finally production of the event trees from the success trees.

B. Scope

1. Event trees are. developed to the level dictated by the methodology chosen for all
confinement modes.

C. What is the output?

1. Confinement event tree files.
2. Binned event tree state definitions.

3. Description of the _t of event trees which define the facility response to each of the
identified initiator categories, and the resultant confinement state ibr each of the
sequences.

D. Who are the customers?

1. Reactor Safety Group.
2. PRA Team.

E, What are the output requirements?

1. Event trees developed to the level for the methodoloKy chosen.
2. Event tree states binned according to the similar confinement, states.

" 3. Identification of ali hardware and human systems which provide success paths which
achieve individual fum_ions,

4. Development of a systemic event tree which includes only hardware or human actions.
5. A nomenclature scheme which provides consistent unambiguous definition of events

which is consistent with (or the same as) any existing facil,ity or analytical systems.
Customer staff should be able to interpret the scheme with little difficulty.

F. _brhat are the inputs?

1. Facility walkdown.
2. Confinement analysis Leport.
3. External event.s report.
4. Output from the confinement source-term analysis.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PRA Team (F. 1,2,3,4).
2. Reactor Safety Group (F.3).
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H. What are the input requirements?

1, Sections complete to the point of being useable for event tree devel_._pme_t IF.2.4_.
2. Understanding of the functional responst_ o!"the faci!ity to an i_bnormtfl condition

triggered by different confinement states _F.2).
3. Walkdown to be completed (F. 1).
4. Access to the external events analysis report (F.3),
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8.3.,i Source Term Calculations

A. Process

1. From the binned Level- 1event tree states, calculate the rele_z_e to a particular Ioc,o.tion
for that bin by summing the releases for each Level-1 damage state in that bin. The
same type of proce_ applies to the bin probabilities.

B. Scope

1. Ali Level-1 event tree bins.

C. What is the output?

1. Source terms for each Level-1 PRA event tree bin.
2. Probabilities of source terms for each bin.

D. Who are the customers?

1. Reactor Safety Group.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. Source terms in a data base.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Event tree analysis --- Level 1.
2. Sequence Quantification--- Level 1.
3. Source term calculational method.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PRA Team (F.1,2,3).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Level-1 event tree analysis and Quantification complete (F.1,2).
2. Calculational method is defensible and procedurally documented (F.3).
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8.3.5 Confinement Data Study

A. Process

1. Supply hardware, human-error failure rates for basic events,and portal opening
frequencies in the event trees and fiault trees.

B, Scope

1. Ali events which are included in the event tree and fault tree models for the Level II
effort.

C. What is the output?

1. Data frequency files.
2. A set of failure probabilities which reflect best estimates of hardware and human

performance and which have known uncertainty bands.
3. A report detailing a set of fully-documented and _rutable quantitative estimates

which will allow the quantitative solution of the fault trees and event trees.

D. Who az_ the customers?

1. Customer,
2. PI'CATeam.

E. What are the output r_luirements?

1. Report in EDF format.
2. Data files suitable to the methodology used.
3. Data sources documented.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Plant operational data .-- satisfactory operating data, and abnormal event data.
2. Data base manager.
3. Ind.usUT PRA failure rate data a.s applicable (ex. Seabrook PRA).
4. NPRDS data base.

5. Military Handbook 217.
6. Applicable commercial data bases.
7. Wordperfect EDF form.
8. Human error events from fault trees and event trees.
9. Basic events from event trees and fault trees.

10. Basic event naming scheme.

G. who are the suppliers

1. PRA Team (F,2,7,9).
2. Customer (F.1).

3. Technical Library (F.3,4,5,6).
4, EG&G Human Factors Group (F.8).
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H. What are the input rt_luirements?
i

1. Timely pre!vision oi"data (F. 1).
2. Relational data base (F.2).
3. Wordperfect 5.1 (F.7).
4. Adequate procedure definitions to allow human-error analysis (F.8._.
5. NUREG-4550 Naming Scheme Adaptation (F. 10).
6. Adequate intbrmation to quantify basic events (F.9).
7. Data bases current (F.3,4,5,6).
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8.3.6 Confinement Fault Tree Development

A. Process

1. Develop fault trees using NUREG 0492 as a guide.

B. Scope

1. Develop trees required by the top events in the event trees.
2. All systems (hardware and human) which are shown to be relevant to supporting the

confinement analysis.

C. What is the output?

I. Fault tree flies.

2. The set of fault trees which describe the relationships between hardware and human
faults and events which are events described on the event trees.

3. A set of computer models which are capable of solution to provide both qualitative (cut-
sets) and quantitative insights (probabilities and importance, when failure probabili-
ties are lulown).

D. Who are the customers?

1. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements? .,

1. Full description of the hardware systems and their inter-relationships (dependencies)
(functional diagrams).

2. Identification of dependencies and relevant hardware faults and documentation of
exclusions (i.e. interfacing system FMEA).

3. Fault tree code with graphical interface.
4. Fault trees developed to the level to quantify the top events of trees.
5. Fully-documented and reviewable product.
6. Model of sufficient detail to meet future applications and be solved in the required

time (performance criteria).
7. Model compatible with the event tree solution process.

F. What are the inputs?

1. Confinement event trees.

2. IRRAS or other applicable PRA code.
3. Facility drawings.
4. Customer process expert.
5. Basic event naming scheme.
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G. Who are the suppliers

1, PR.A 'ream _F,1,4,5).
'2. Special Applications Unit, fo," IRR4,S or other applicable organizatioa /F.2_.
3. Customer (F.3).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Confinement analysis compl'ete to the point of being useable for fault tree development
(F.1).

2. Bug-free version with documentation (F.2),
3. Drawings legible and on paper (I'.3),
4. Expert knowledgeable of the Customer's facility and the process (F.4),
5. NUREG-4550 Naming Scheme Adaptation (F,5).
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8.i,_,7 Confinement Quantification

A. Proce_,s

I. To quanti_ ali fault trees using IRRAS or another appropriate fault tree reduct,_on
code and ali event trees using the appropriate methodology,

B. Scope

1. To determine the confinement release state frequencies for the confinement states and
binsimilar states.

C. What is the output?

1. Probabili'lb,, quantity and location of external and internal releazes in a data file,

D. Who are the customers?

1_ PRA Team.

E, What are the output requirements?

1. Data flies on disk.

F. What _._-ethe inputs?

I. Output. from the confinement event tree anal_is.
2. Output from, the confinement fault tree. analysis. ,,
3. Output from source term analysis.
4. Output from tLe confinement data study.
5. IRRAS or other appropriate fm_l:ttree l_du,ction code for fault tree quanti, fication.
6. Appropriate methodology for event tree quantification.

G. Who are the supplier_

1. PRA T.eam (F. 1,2,3,4,6).
2, Custorner(IF,6).

3. St_ial Applications Unit or other applicable organization (F.5).

H. What a,re the input requirements?

1. O,atpu_s a_ complete to the point of being used for quantification (F.1,2,3,4).
2. Bug-free version (relatively) with documentation (F,5).
3. Meth(xi capable of reducing event tree_ and supplying sequence frequencies IF.6).
4. Support available m cor'rect bugs _F.5,6).
5. Software able to run on project computers (F.6).
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_.3.8 .I_._ort Development..

A. Prcx:ess

1. Compile tile results of the confinement analysis, source term calculations, confinement
data study, confinement fault tree analysis, confinement event tree analysis, and the
confinement quantification into a report.

B, Scope

1. In addition to describing methodologies, results, problems, sources of information, and
systems, the rupert will also try to detail strengths and weakness_ of the Customer's
facility and operations.

C. What is the output?

1, Level-2 report.

D. Who are the customers?

i. Customer.
2. PRA Team.

E. What are the output requirements?

1. Report is in EDF format detailing highlights and conclusions of the Level-2 effort.
2. Report is well.documented and contains ali applicable references,

F. What are the _aputs?

1. Confinement analysis report.
2. Source term calculations.

3. Results from the confinement event tree analysis.
4. Results _'romthe confinement fault tree analysis.
5. Confinement data study report,
6. Confinement quantification, results and conclusions.
7. EDF format.

G. Who are the suppliers

1. PRA Te'am (F. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7).

H. What are the input requirements?

1. Level-2 work is ¢._mplete (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
2. Wordperfect 5.1.
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814 Customer Fiaal Report

A. Prc_ess

1. Combine the Level-1 PRA Report and the Level-2 PRA Report into a Fiaal PRA report.

B. Scope

1. Irl addition to describing methodologies, results, problems, sources of iaformation, and
systems, the report will also try to detail strengths and weaknesses of the CtL.tomer s
facility and operations, and lessons learned.

C. What is the output?

1. Final Customer PRA Report.

D. Who are the customers?

1. Customer.

E. What are the output requirements?

1, Report is in internal report format.
2. Report is well-documented and contains ali applicable references.
3. Report is auditable.

b

F. What are the inputs?

I. Level-1 PRA results.
2. Level,2 PRA results,

G. Who are the suppliers

i. PRA 'ream.

H. What are the input requirements?

1. ,Level-1 PRA work is complete.
2. I.evel.2 PI%Awork is complete.
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